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Effective Treatment and Support for Problem Gambling

Executive Summary
The National Strategy to Reduce Gambling Harms has identified the need to make
significant progress towards truly national treatment and support options as one of its
priority actions. This priority area is shared by GambleAware, another key stakeholder
in the Great Britain’s (GB) gambling treatment and support landscape. The evidence
upon which GB’s current gambling treatment strategy is based is outdated, and
GambleAware has begun the planning process towards an update to the current
treatment strategy.
A rapid evidence review was commissioned to provide an updated evidence base
on treatment and support for problem gambling in order to inform future growth,
improvement, and evaluation of problem gambling treatment services across GB.
The report covers ten key treatment topics including:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Motivational Interventions
Remote and Self-Help Interventions
Helplines
Treatment Involving Concerned Significant Others
Residential Treatment
Pharmacological Treatments
Brain Stimulation
Gamblers Anonymous
Emerging Treatment Modalities

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Evidence suggests that cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is the most effective
modality for treating problem gambling. CBT is shown to have robust, positive, short
and long-term effects on problem gambling, across gambling types and severity
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levels. CBT may be most effective when delivered in-person, in an out-patient setting,
using a combination of exposure therapy and cognitive restructuring techniques.
While some evidence suggests six-to-eight sessions of CBT (or chapters if self-directed)
may be most effective, other research supports the use of brief interventions. Research
suggests that CBT may be quite effective for supporting key populations of interest
(e.g., women, and Black, Asian, and minority ethnicities [BAME] communities), but
more research is needed to fully understand treatment outcomes among these
somewhat understudied populations. As well, internet or computerised CBT (iCBT)
demonstrates promising outcomes in terms of reducing gambling problems, and
enhancing mental health and quality of life. iCBT may help to reduce treatment
barriers among gamblers who do not wish to, or are unable to seek face-to-face
treatment, though research recommends some degree of therapist support for
gamblers engaging in online iCBT.

Motivational Interventions
The literature on motivational interventions for treatment of problem gambling
is somewhat limited, and the results are not particularly robust or maintained
consistently over time. There is some evidence to suggest that brief motivational
interventions, and in-person and remote motivational interviewing and motivational
enhancement therapy, can have a positive impact on problematic gambling behaviours.
Motivational interventions may be particularly useful in terms of their pre-treatment
application, as they are shown to enhance the likelihood of attending treatment
and to decrease dropout. A growing body of literature specifically supports the
combination of motivational interventions with CBT. Overall, more research is needed
to understand the use of motivational interventions among diverse populations.
Limited research suggests motivational interventions may have a strong cross-cultural
application effective for treating gambling problems within BAME communities.

Remote and Self-help Interventions
Remote and self-help interventions appear to reduce problem gambling and related
harm, particularly among women who may feel more comfortable in online, singlegender treatment and support spaces. The most commonly used online therapeutic
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modalities are CBT and motivational interventions, but research suggests that
a blend of modalities may be appropriate for internet-based interventions.
Offline, research supports the use of workbook-based treatment for addressing
problem gambling symptoms and related harms. Though approaches to remote
interventions vary considerably, commonalities between effective interventions
included in this report appear to be self-direction, cognitive behavioural and
motivational techniques, goal setting, some degree of relationship/interaction with
a clinician, and access to information about normative behaviours for purposes of
self-comparison. Both online and offline remote interventions can be particularly
useful for women and other groups who may face barriers, or who may be less
likely to access face-to-face treatment.

Helplines
The research on gambling helplines as a form of treatment and as a pathway to
treatment is somewhat lacking and inconclusive. Evidence sourced suggests that
helplines may be a good resource for supporting women, who may otherwise be
less likely to engage with problem gambling supports. One study found that offering
a brief intervention via a gambling helpline may help to reduce problem gambling
and related mental health symptoms, though this idea was not supported by the
findings of a review on the topic. Research suggests that helplines may be an
important pathway to further treatment, and that staff can help to increase a caller’s
likelihood of seeking treatment by understanding and encouraging motivations
for treatment-seeking, and booking a caller’s initial appointment with a treatment
provider during the call.

Treatment Involving Concerned Significant
(Affected) Others
Problematic gambling does not only harm the individual gambler, but also concerned
significant others (CSOs) in their lives. Available research, while limited, shows that
involving CSOs in problem gambling treatment can benefit both the CSO and the
person who gambles. Problem gamblers who have a concerned significant other,
such as a spouse, sibling, parent, or loved one as part of their treatment sessions may
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have better treatment outcomes. Engaging a spouse in treatment (rather than
a parent, sibling, or other CSO) may be particularly impactful. As well, pilot research
suggests that harms experienced by CSOs can be addressed through couple-specific
modalities, such as online behavioural couples therapy and/or congruence couples
therapy, delivered online or in-person.

Residential Treatment
Residential treatment is generally accessed by a small sub-section of treatmentseeking problem gamblers. The research suggests that being immersed in a supportive
environment, away from day-to-day challenges and stressors, can be particularly
beneficial for some patients, particularly those with complex needs and comorbid
conditions. Recent research on residential treatment for problem gambling is lacking,
and more evidence is needed to understand which factors influence the efficacy of
this form of treatment (e.g., length of stay, treatment modalities and allied services
included, etc.). However, given the nature of patients who access residential care,
research does recommend that residential treatment providers adopt evidencedbased practices and procedures for treating individuals with co-occurring disorders.
As well, research identifies several patient characteristics that may predict treatment
dropout (e.g., high debt, depression, experiences of childhood adversity; see
Residential Treatment section for full list) and recommends that treatment providers
develop and implement interventions to reduce dropout among key groups.

Pharmacological Interventions
Apart from extreme cases, pharmacological treatments are not currently used for
treating gambling problems in Great Britain. Currently there is no drug approved
for the treatment of problem gambling. While the evidence on pharmacological
treatment remains somewhat inconclusive, some studies do demonstrate
promising results. Recent literature tests the efficacy of dopamine antagonists,
opioid antagonists, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and glutamatergic
agents for problem gambling treatment. Available evidence suggests that naltrexone
(an opioid antagonist) may demonstrate the most potential. Overall, more longterm, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies are needed to determine which
pharmacological treatment protocols are effective for addressing gambling problems.
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Brain Stimulation
Outside of extreme cases, brain stimulation is not currently used for treating gambling
problems in Great Britain. Research on the use of brain stimulation for treating
gambling problems is somewhat inconclusive and subject to several limitations,
including small sample sizes, inconsistencies in study design and treatment protocols,
and lack of information about the mechanisms of action and change. The literature
sourced suggests that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (r-TMS) may help
reduce cravings to gamble and enhance cognitive function among gamblers, and
continuous theta burst stimulation (c-TBS) may reduce the physiological responses
that can reinforce gambling behaviours (e.g., blood pressure). More long-term studies
including large, demographically representative samples and consistent treatment
protocols are needed to better understand the efficacy of brain stimulation for treating
problem gambling.

Gamblers Anonymous
The body of recent literature on efficacy of Gamblers Anonymous (GA) is extremely
limited and descriptive in nature. Available evidence suggests that GA is most
accessed by men and may not be an appropriate option for the management of
comorbid mental health challenges. The findings of two recent studies suggest that
GA might be most effective when paired with another treatment modality (CBT or
stress management). Overall, more robust research is needed to understand whether
GA, on its own, can lead to strong and positive outcomes for problem gamblers.

Emerging Treatment Modalities
Recent literature identifies several novel modalities that may help to treat gambling
problems. Pilot studies suggest that, among gamblers, cognitive remediation may
enhance mental skills and self-control, psychodynamic therapy may reduce problem
gambling (PG), depression, and anxiety, and arts-based treatment may help support
and connect women. Researchers and treatment providers may want to continue
to explore the application of these modalities, particularly in terms of targeting
underserviced populations (e.g., women and those with comorbid disorders).
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This report also provides discussion and contextualisation of the literature.
In summary:
› Cognitive behavioural therapies continue to be the most effective
treatment for problem gambling but, as with many problem gambling
treatment modalities, major barriers to effectiveness include low
treatment uptake and high dropout rates.
› Given the challenges related to treatment uptake and dropout, the
evidence also supports the use of modalities that increase treatment
uptake, including motivational interventions, helplines, and remote
and self-help interventions.
› Patients with more complex, co-occurring diagnoses may benefit from
problem gambling treatment that specifically addresses sources of anxiety
and depression, and/or residential treatment options. Offering treatment
involving concerned significant others may help to mitigate the gambling
harms experienced by affected others.
› Other treatment modalities demonstrate some promising results in
a problem gambling context, but more robust long-term research is
needed to truly understand their effectiveness and potential role within
an overall treatment strategy.
› As literature was sourced internationally, context-specific evaluation
will be an important step to understanding the effectiveness of these
key treatment modalities within the Great Britain population.
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Section 1
Introduction

Progress toward a truly national gambling treatment and support strategy is a common priority among
key stakeholders in Great Britain. This priority is reflected in the Gambling Commission’s research
programme, the National Strategy to Reduce Gambling Harm, and GambleAware’s strategic plan.
Currently, most gambling treatment in GB is commissioned through GambleAware and consists of
psychosocial interventions, problem gambling helplines, psychiatric care, residential treatment, and
counselling and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT). GambleAware is in the process of reviewing
problem gambling treatment in GB, toward a goal of updating the current treatment system.
To inform this strategic priority, the Gambling Commission has commissioned a rapid review of
evidence on treatment and support for gambling problems. Although there is no agreed upon
definition, rapid evidence reviews generally examine evidence related to a specific question, in
a way that can be replicated (see Methods section for more detail). Rapid reviews are also usually
completed within six months to meet deadlines,1 such as for policy decisions or practice changes.
This review summarises recent evidence on the overall effectiveness of several treatment modalities.
Research demonstrates that treatment-related factors (e.g., treatment setting and degree of clinician
involvement) influence treatment outcomes across modalities. Where available, this review will highlight
the circumstances under which various treatment modalities are most effective. Additionally, research
identifies that several patient-related factors (e.g., gender, ethnocultural background) influence the efficacy
of treatment. Where available, this review also identifies which key populations may benefit from specific
treatment modalities and how modalities can be structured to meet the needs of specific patient groups.
This review also aims to identify major gaps in the evidence and what considerations should be taken
into account when evaluating and improving provision of treatment services. Given the nature of the
research focus, this review primarily covers research related to treatment-seeking gamblers who meet
clinical criteria for problem gambling, pathological gambling, or gambling disorder (assessment tools
vary across studies), as opposed to those experiencing low or moderate harm from gambling.
However, treatment modalities for those who are affected by someone’s gambling are also included.
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Section 2
Methods

SEARCH STRATEGY
For this review, we followed the PRISMA reporting guidelines for systematic reviews,2 modified for a rapid
review protocol as set out by Haby et al.1 A rapid evidence review was necessary to fit the timelines of
anticipated policy decisions. To achieve a “rapid” timeline for an evidence review on a broad topic, we
employed a relatively narrow time period, including single studies published since 2014. To supplement
this recent evidence base, we also included topical systematic reviews and meta-analyses published since
2009. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses rigorously summarise existing evidence, including analysis of
the scientific quality of individual studies. Thus, this represented an efficient way to include expert analysis
of earlier research, while also summarising the latest available research.
The rapid timeline and broad topic required an iterative systematic search strategy aiming for more precise
search results. We began with a narrow search focused on outcomes of problem gambling treatments and
organised the results according to treatment modalities. If fewer than five articles were retrieved for any of
the treatment modalities currently offered in Great Britain, we performed supplementary searches specifically
on those treatments. The initial searches were performed on 16 October 2019, and supplementary searches
were performed on 14 November 2019.
The first set of searches required search results to be indexed under a “Treatment outcomes” topic.
We searched the medical literature database PubMed for studies focused on treatment outcomes for
problem gambling treatment, and searched the GREO Evidence Centre for research snapshots and
grey literature reports under the topic “Interventions”.
The initial searches yielded enough results for all necessary topics, except for residential treatment programs
and problem gambling helplines, which are currently offered in Great Britain. We performed supplementary
searches on PubMed and PsycINFO for these topics, using the database’s subject headings for those concepts
(for example, helplines are referred to as “hotlines” in PubMed, and “hot line services” in PsycINFO). Detailed
information about all searches, including working search strings, is available in Appendix B.
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INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for this review are detailed below. Of particular note is that no limits were
set on the types of study designs for single studies to be included in the review. This is because the many
different forms of treatment covered in this review will be at various stages, in terms of the number and types
of studies available. Thus it was not feasible to set any restrictions on the types of studies included.

Inclusion Criteria
› Include articles about forms of treatment for problem gambling, as outlined in the “Treatment and
Support” section of the Gambling Commission’s National Strategy to Reduce Gambling Harms.
› Include articles that compare the relative effectiveness of multiple forms of treatment, or
compare the relative effectiveness of one form of treatment for multiple demographic groups.
› Include experimental, observational, and qualitative studies published in 2014 or later.
› Include systematic review and meta-analysis articles published in 2009 or later.

Exclusion Criteria
› Exclude articles about gambling interventions falling under the topics “Prevention and
Education” or “Industry-based Harm Minimisation”, as defined in the Gambling Commission’s
National Strategy to Reduce Gambling Harms (e.g., self-exclusion).
› Exclude articles about gambling harm as an outcome of treatment of other conditions
(e.g., problem gambling resulting from pharmacological treatment for Parkinson’s disease).
› Exclude articles not written in English.
› Exclude articles with no electronic access.

Search Results
The results are detailed in the PRISMA diagram below. The first round of searches retrieved 259 results,
and the second round focused on helplines and residential treatments retrieved 22 results. After removing
duplicates, there were 160 unique articles and reports. All screening for inclusion/exclusion was done during
the data extraction process. 67 articles were excluded at this stage for reasons outlined in the PRISMA diagram.
As a result, 93 records were included in the evidence synthesis, representing ten treatment modalities.
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281 records identified through database searches

160 of records after duplicates removed

160 of records screened
and assessed for eligibility

67 records excluded,
with reasons:
› 39 not based on gambling
treatment

93 records included
in synthesis

› 23 about gambling
treatment but not efficacy
or outcomes
› 3 study protocols with
no results
› 2 no electronic access
› 1 not in English
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Section 3
Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy

INTRODUCTION
This section provides an overview of the efficacy of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) for the treatment of
problem gambling. CBT approaches aim to change the way patients think about gambling and reduce their
gambling behaviours,3 and generally include exposure therapy (ET) and cognitive restructuring (CR). Based on
the current search strategy, CBT is the problem gambling treatment modality with the greatest evidence base.

OVERALL EFFICACY OF CBT FOR
TREATING GAMBLING PROBLEMS
Evidence suggests that cognitive behavioural therapies are the most effective type of treatment for gambling
problems.4 Overall, research demonstrates that CBT can have robust short-term and long-term effects on
problem gambling, and related harms (e.g., quality of life, emotional wellbeing)5, 6 across gambling types5
and severity levels.7 Research comparing outcomes from routine clinical CBT with the results of randomised
control trials (RCTs) demonstrate that CBT is as effective at addressing gambling problems and related harms
in real clinical contexts, as it is in research contexts.8
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
EFFICACY OF CBT TREATMENT
IN A GAMBLING CONTEXT
The literature demonstrates that several factors have an impact on the effectiveness of CBT, including
factors related to treatment structure and factors related to the client/patient group. These factors are
summarised below.

Treatment Factors
Type of CBT
› CBT approaches to treating gambling problems can be divided into those that focus on exposure
therapy (ET) and cognitive restructuring (CR).9
› Cognitive restructuring uses education to challenge clients’ misinformed beliefs about gambling
and encourages avoidance of gambling cues (audio, visual, environmental, etc.).9
› Exposure therapy breaks down the learned association between a gambling stimulus and an emotional
response (e.g., excitement) through controlled experiences (e.g., seeing flashing lights of a slot
machine).9
› An Australian-based randomised control trial (RCT) comparing the efficacy of exposure therapy
vs. cognitive therapy, found that both modalities lead to comparable, clinically meaningful
improvements in PG scores (Victorian Gambling Screen [VGS]) among treatment-seeking adults
who met the criteria for problem gambling.10
› It has been recommended that CBT should incorporate elements of ET and CR, and should
include regular follow-ups to detect and address relapse.9
› An Australian clinical trial found that patients who received a mindfulness intervention (e.g.,
breathing exercises, meditation exercises) with CBT, showed additional improvements in
negative thoughts that may contribute to problem gambling (compared to those who received
CBT alone).6
› Treatment was delivered weekly, face-to-face, over a 4-week period.
› A 2016 RCT (USA) found that an intervention combining Motivational Enhancement Therapy and
CBT was more effective at reducing gambling problems (South Oaks Gambling Screen [SOGS])
and money spent on gambling among patients accessing substance use treatment (compared
to a brief [10–15 minute] psychoeducation intervention and a brief [10–15 minute] advice
intervention).11
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› Patients received three, weekly, 50-minute sessions of CBT.
› The goal of the CBT sessions was to help patients learn to recognise what triggered their gambling
and to cope with the urge to gamble.

Length of Treatment
› A 2015 meta-analysis found that treatment efficacy was not linked to number of treatment
sessions or hours of treatment, and concluded that brief interventions may be impactful and
practical, particularly when resources are limited.12
› A 2017 systematic review recommends 6-to-8 sessions or chapters (if self-directed) of cognitive
behavioural treatment.13

Treatment Setting
› A 2015 meta-analysis found that in-person, outpatient CBT approaches seem to lead to the
greatest reductions in problematic gambling behaviours (compared to inpatient or self-help
settings).12

Group vs. Individual CBT
› A 2015 meta-analysis found no difference in efficacy between individual and group CBT.12
› A Canadian controlled study found that in-person, group CBT has been found to decrease
problems related to online gambling (e.g., increase sense of control over gambling, and decrease
gambling severity and frequency).14
› A 2009 meta-analysis found that individual, self-directed (workbook), and group sessions were
significantly associated with reduced problem gambling (assessed using various screening tools,
SOGS most frequently used) three months post-treatment, but only participants in group CBT
maintained reduced problem gambling after six months.5
› A 2018 matched-pair comparison study of 84 male Chinese problem gamblers demonstrated
that a group cognitive behavioural intervention (CBI; eight sessions, three hours each) was
more effective at reducing gambling behaviours, urges, cognitions (based on SOGS and
Gambling Urge Scale [GUS]), and related harms (anxiety and depressive symptoms), compared
to a social activity group (eight sessions, three hours each; discussed current events, planned
and implemented social activities).15
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› CBI sessions focused on enhancing motivations to change, exploring gambling triggers,
becoming aware of false gambling beliefs, recognising negative emotions, and learning
about relapse prevention.
› Negative psychological states (e.g., stress) were found to influence the relationship between
the CBI and reductions in gambling problems.
› The authors suggest that integrating cognitive behavioural and emotional regulation
components may enhance the outcomes of the intervention on gambling problems.
› Group CBT (90 minutes sessions, 16 weeks) lead to significant improvements in severity of
gambling behaviour (SOGS) and psychological problems in a sample of 440 treatment-seeking
patients with a gambling disorder (Spain).16

Online and Self-help Formats
› A 2017 RCT demonstrated that internet-based CBT (I-CBT; otherwise referred to as computerised
CBT or cCBT) can reduce gambling urges and misinformed beliefs about gambling and improve
quality of life more effectively than internet-based monitoring, feedback, and support (another
form of internet-based treatment).17
› A 2018 RCT of 110 community-based Australian adults found that a gambling-specific, self-help
CBT (SHCBT) manual led to improved gambling behaviours and problem gambling symptoms
(Canadian Problem Gambling Index [CPGI]), as well as better mental health (depression, anxiety,
and stress) and quality of life (compared to a waitlist control group).18
› A 2012 systematic review of I-CBT for treating PG found that the effects were large (based on
pre-and-post data), but overall, based on the volume and quality of data available, the authors
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to suggest overall efficacy of I-CBT.19
› SHCBT and I-CBT may be effective treatment options for problem gamblers who do not wish
to, or are unable to, seek professional face-to-face treatment.18
› A 2017 review found that some degree of therapist support can improve outcomes of selfdirected CBT (via a workbook or internet format).13

Client/Patient Factors
Severity Level
› A study of adult men seeking treatment for gambling disorder did not find differences in CBT
outcomes between patients categorised by the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5) severity levels.7
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Primary Gambling Activity
› A 2009 systematic review and meta-analysis found that CBT was effective at reducing problem
gambling (assessed using various screening tools, SOGS most frequently used) across primary
gambling activities (at three and six-month windows, excluding scratch cards at the three-month
window).5
› A 2018 study of treatment-seeking adults in London (UK) found significant differences in dropout
rates depending on gambling activity.20
› Gambling on gaming machines was predictive of pre-treatment dropout (not attending treatment).
› Sports betting was predictive of drop-out once treatment had started.

State of Change
› One cross-sectional study of treatment-seeking outpatient problem gamblers in the USA showed
that pre-treatment stages of change may influence treatment retention and level of psychosocial
functioning throughout treatment (e.g., being in the action phase was negatively associated with
retention).21
› Stages of change (precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance) come
from the popular Transtheoretical Model of Change,22 and refer to a person’s readiness to take or
maintain action toward a desired goal.
› Researchers suggested that treatment plans be adjusted to account for a patient’s stage of change.

Ethnicity
› Research suggests that CBT is effective for use with diverse groups because, regardless of cultural
background, it helps problem gamblers identify their own influences and beliefs about gambling.
Problem gamblers can then focus on changing related thoughts and behaviours.23
› Research demonstrates that CBT can improve gambling problems and related harms for
pathological gamblers of Asian descent.24–26
› A cross-sectional study of 389 pathological gamblers in Singapore found that three months after
CBT treatment (eight individual sessions, plus a self-help workbook):24
› 57% of participants reported abstinence from gambling.
› All participants reported improved quality of life and significant reductions in gambling frequency
and severity of problematic symptoms (Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale [G-SAS]).
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› In a retrospective chart review study of 758 South Korean outpatients being treated for gambling
disorder (based on DSM-IV criteria), patients who received group CBT remained in treatment
longer (i.e., were less likely to drop out) than outpatients receiving individual psychotherapy.25
› An RCT found that, among gamblers in Hong Kong, group CBT (ten sessions, three hours each)
led to:26
› Fewer gambling behaviours.
› Fewer gambling-related distorted beliefs.
› Fewer depression, anxiety, and stress-related symptoms.
› A lower level of gambling urge (compared to individual counselling).
› A prospective longitudinal study found that, among Chinese gamblers, unemployment, larger
than average debts, attending fewer treatment sessions, and poor treatment satisfaction
predicted poorer CBT outcomes.27

Gender
› One cross-sectional study suggests that the outcomes of CBT on gambling problems are
consistent across men and women.28
› In a cross-sectional study of treatment-seeking women accessing individual CBT, high levels of
sensitivity to reward (which tend to encourage engagement in activities that provide immediate
gratification) negatively impacted treatment compliance and risk of drop-out.29
› A 2018 scoping review suggested that individualised, abstinence-based CBT may be the best
treatment option for women, particularly those with severe gambling problems.30

Personality
› A 2015 study (Spain) of the role of personality in CBT treatment found that the following
characteristics predicted dropout:31
› Sensation seeking (seeking excitement and novel experiences)
› Impulsivity (acting impulsively without taking time to think)
› Neuroticism-anxiety (emotional upset, tension, low self-confidence,
and sensitivity to criticism)
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Comorbid Conditions
› A cross-sectional study of UK-based PG treatment seeking adults found that CBT produced
comparable outcomes (based on PGSI) for both smokers and non-smokers (i.e., no significant
difference in treatment completion or outcomes).32
› Evidence suggests that CBT may be equally effective for problem gamblers with and without
co-occurring mood and anxiety disorders.33, 34
› A cross-sectional study of 53 treatment-seeking problem gamblers (based on DSM-IV criteria)
tested the relationship between number of comorbid disorders and treatment outcomes.
It found that higher numbers of co-occurring disorders were associated with high problem
gambling scores (assessed using NODS-SA).35
› Participants engaged in 1 to 36, one-hour individual therapy sessions rooted in CBT,
psychotherapy, and solution-focused therapy.
› The researchers found that a patient’s number of co-occurring disorders did not influence
psychosocial outcomes of treatment.

Other Demographic Factors
› In a cohort study of treatment seekers with a gambling disorder, group CBT dropout rates were
higher in individuals who were younger and who had lower levels of education.16
› A cohort study of treatment seeking problem gamblers (VGS) suggested that exposure-based
CBT is well-received by gamblers with low education levels.36
› Other research shows that individuals who are younger and less educated were more likely to
respond poorly to CBT treatment overall.16
› Researchers suggest that gambling treatment providers may be able to mitigate this pattern
by establishing strong relationships during the initial therapy sessions.16

GAPS AND LIMITATIONS
› There is an absence of large-scale, well-controlled CBT and gambling studies with long-term
follow-up.5
› Even though there is evidence to suggest that CBT is effective for treating gambling problems,
a major limitation of its effectiveness is that people with gambling problems often fail to seek help.5
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› CBT dropout is prevalent and has an impact on the findings of many included studies.17, 28
› Researchers suggest that building strong therapeutic relationships in the first weeks of treatment
may help patients to remain in treatment.16

Conclusion
Research demonstrates that CBT has robust, positive, short and long-term effects on problem gambling,
across gambling types and severity levels. The current evidence suggests that in-person CBT may
be particularly effective at addressing gambling thoughts/behaviours and related harms. Additionally,
internet-based CBT (I-CBT) may be a valuable tool for treating problem gambling, particularly among
those who may not otherwise seek help. While some research recommends that CBT treatment takes
place over 6–8 sessions (or chapters if self-directed), there is also evidence suggesting that brief cognitive
behavioural interventions can lead to positive outcomes. The literature recommends that CBT protocols
include elements of both exposure therapy and cognitive restructuring. Several studies suggest CBT can
lead to positive changes in gambling thoughts, behaviours, and related harms among women and BAME
communities (particularly gamblers of Asian descent). Included research suggests that young people and
people with lower levels of education may be less likely to respond positively to CBT, but that strong
therapeutic relationships may help to mitigate this pattern. More research is needed to determine how
CBT outcomes can be maximised among key, understudied groups (e.g., women, BAME communities,
and young people).
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Section 4
Motivational
Interventions

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent research on the use of motivational interventions for treating gambling
problems. Motivational interventions are intended to increase people’s motivation to reduce their
problematic behaviours, and typically include brief interventions, motivational interviewing (MI), and
motivational enhancement therapy (MET).13, 37 Recent literature speaks to the effectiveness of combining
motivational interventions with CBT, and the use of motivational interventions for addressing low treatment
engagement and high dropout rates.

BRIEF INTERVENTIONS
› Research shows that brief motivational interventions can be very effective at treating disordered
gambling,4 though effect sizes are small and somewhat inconsistently maintained.37
› Brief motivational interventions draw upon principles of MI and are typically a single-session,
short in length (~20–75 minutes) and carried out in an opportunistic environment (doctor’s
office, school, etc.).37
› Secondary analysis of RCT data (Canada) found that goal selection at the outset of a brief
motivational intervention had an impact on treatment outcomes.38
› Participants with an abstinence goal reduced their number of days gambling significantly
more than participants with a moderation goal.
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› A 2016 pilot study tested the feasibility of a brief intervention (BI) for at-risk gambling
(based on four-item National Opinion Research Center DSM Screen for Gambling Problems
– Preoccupation, Escape, Risked Relationships, Chasing [NODS-PERC]) delivered in primary
health care centres (HCCs) in Sweden.39
› Patients at the HCCs were screened for gambling problems. Those who were identified as at-risk
(reported one or more items on the NODS-PERC screen) received the brief intervention.
› The brief intervention consisted of:
› Feedback on screening results.
› Information about gambling.
› Exploration of personal consequences of gambling.
› Discussion about personal reasons behind gambling behaviour.
› Findings suggest:
› BI for at-risk gambling can be delivered in primary health care settings if staff
are adequately trained.
› Patients are more willing to discuss their gambling habits with their regular caregiver
during a normal visit.
› Problem gambling screening tools should be carefully selected to ensure that staff
and patients understand the questions and are comfortable with them.
› A 2016 RCT of problem gamblers in Canada found that a brief intervention was as effective at
reducing gambling (immediately following treatment and at the 1-year mark) as 6 sessions of
cognitive therapy, behavioural therapy, or motivational therapy.40
› Gambling was assessed using study-specific questions, severity of problem gambling was
assessed using a checklist based on DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling.
› The brief intervention was 90 minutes in length and focused on:
› Reviewing patient assessments.
› Providing handouts summarising behavioural, cognitive, and motivational interventions,
similar to those received by patients in the other treatment groups.
› Practical, common-sense advice (also summarised in a booklet given to the patient).
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Motivational Interviewing
› MI is a therapy that helps to move a client toward reducing their gambling by confirming
and supporting their desire to change.41
› A 2015 meta-analysis of the effectiveness of MI for treating disordered gambling found:41
› MI led to modest reductions in both the number of days gambled and money lost.
› Six months following treatment, participants who received MI interventions still engaged
in gambling less frequently than control participants, though differences in money lost
were not found.
› A 2018 RCT of remote MI strategies found that, among a sample of Canadian treatment-seeking
gamblers, three telephone-based motivational interviews, plus using a self-help workbook, led
to significantly reduced problem gambling behaviours (assessed using PGSI) and consequences
(compared to a waitlist control group).42
› The motivational phone interviews focused on participants’ motivations behind changing
their gambling behaviour and the advantages of doing so.
› The intervention lasted 11 weeks and outcomes were maintained up to 12 months
following treatment.
› The researchers suggested that the motivational telephone interviews appeared to
have specifically contributed to the success of the program.

Motivational Enhancement Therapy
› Motivational enhancement therapy (MET) is a counselling style that draws upon skills
of motivational interviewing and helps patients explore and resolve ambivalence about
behaviour change.43
› A 2016 RCT (USA) found that an intervention combining MET and CBT was more effective
at reducing gambling problems and money spent on gambling, among patients accessing
substance use treatment (compared to a brief [10–15 minute] psychoeducation intervention
and a brief [10–15 minute] advice intervention).11
› The MET with CBT intervention was delivered over four, 50-minute sessions.
› In the MET session, patients received personalised feedback about the consequences
of gambling, and discussed how gambling fit within their goals and value systems.
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› The MET with CBT intervention significantly reduced amounts wagered and SOGS
scores in the first five months, compared to the brief advice intervention.
› From months 5 to 24, receiving MET with CBT was the only predictor of decrease
in problem gambling (assessed using SOGS) in the long term.

Additional Evidence for Combining Motivational Interventions with CBT
› A 2017 systematic review of gambling treatment options found:13
› MI alone did not consistently reduce problem gambling symptoms.
› MI in combination with CBT consistently produced benefits such as reduced
time and money spent on gambling.
› A 2018 cohort study (Spain) demonstrated that a treatment protocol combining a motivational
intervention with CBT (six months, 40-minute weekly or bi-weekly sessions), significantly improved
participants’ problematic gambling behaviour (assessed using NODS) and related harms (quality
of life, overall impulsive behaviour).44

Motivational Interventions for Enhancing Treatment Engagement
› Motivational interventions are a proposed way to address high problem gambling treatment
refusal and dropout rates.45
› The independent nature and brief time required by these approaches may be one way
to encourage individuals to participate in therapeutic change.41
› A 2018 RCT (USA) found that, among treatment seekers with a gambling disorder (assessed
using the Massachusetts Gambling Screen [MAGS]), receiving a personalised motivational letter
(containing elements of motivational interviewing), in addition to a treatment reminder call,
significantly increased a patient’s likelihood of attending a first treatment session.45
› Letters included the following elements of motivational interviewing:
› Partnership (i.e., the therapist wants to work with clients to change their gambling)
› Acceptance (i.e., prioritise clients’ welfare)
› Compassion (i.e., promote clients’ goals and needs)
› Evocation (i.e., elicit clients’ own thoughts rather than the therapist’s thoughts
about changing gambling)
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Motivational Interventions and Bame Communities
› A 2016 review suggests that motivational interventions are effective for use with diverse cultural
groups because, regardless of cultural background, they help problem gamblers identify and
address their own beliefs about gambling.23

Conclusion
There is some evidence to suggest that brief motivational interventions, and in-person and remote MI
and MET can have a positive impact on problematic gambling behaviours. The literature on motivational
interventions for treatment of problem gambling is somewhat limited, and the results are not particularly
robust or maintained consistently over time. Brief motivational interventions may provide meaningful,
resource-efficient options, and opportunities for engaging problem gamblers through environments they
are already accessing and comfortable with (e.g., doctor’s office). Research suggests that motivational
interventions may have a strong pre-treatment application, as they are shown to enhance likelihood
of attending treatment and decrease dropout. As well, a growing body of research demonstrates that
motivational interventions may be particularly effective when paired with CBT. Finally, motivational
interventions may be an effective option for treating problem gambling within BAME communities,
as they facilitate a process of identifying and addressing gamblers’ own influences and beliefs about
gambling, in a way that adapts to reflect cultural backgrounds and belief systems.
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Section 5
Remote and Self-help
Interventions

INTRODUCTION
This section covers the literature on remote and self-help interventions that draw upon multiple treatment
modalities. These interventions are growing in popularity4 and are proposed as cost-effective, anonymous,
and convenient options for reducing barriers and enhancing access to treatment, for those who may be
unlikely or unable to use face-to-face treatment options.46–48

INTERNET-BASED INTERVENTIONS
› A 2014 systematic review concluded that the evidence on the effect of internet-based
interventions for treating gambling problems is inconsistent.49
› However, a 2016 systematic review of internet-based interventions for addictions found that,
in the case of problem gamblers, internet-based interventions led to significant reductions
in gambling behaviour.46
› Additionally, a more recent scoping review (2019) found that internet-based interventions
effectively address gambling problems by reducing:47
› Overall problem gambling scores (assessed using different screening tools in different studies)
› Problematic gambling behaviours (e.g., time and money spent)
› Anxiety, depression, alcohol consumption, and overall distress
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› The most commonly used online therapeutic modalities are CBT and motivational interventions.
However, a 2011 review suggests that a blend of modalities may be appropriate for internetbased interventions.50
› Two systematic reviews suggest that that some degree of engagement with a therapist (via
mobile phone, email, text message, or telephone) may improve the effectiveness of internetbased treatments.46, 50
› A 2019 RCT of adult problem gamblers (based on PGSI) in Canada found that online, selfdirected treatment options reduced days of gambling and problem gambling severity
(at 3 and 12–month follow-ups).51
› The study compared outcomes of an extended online gambling intervention to a brief online
personalised feedback intervention.
› The extended intervention included a series of online self-assessment activities, and
cognitive and behavioural strategies for addressing gambling problems.
› The brief intervention included a brief assessment, a comparison of individual results
to societal norms, and brief advice for reducing or stopping gambling.
› The outcomes of the two interventions were both positive and not significantly different.

Internet-based Interventions and Comorbid Conditions
› A 2016 systematic review found that internet-based interventions decreased gambling and
related harms among problem gamblers with severe anxiety and depression.46
› A German RCT of 140 adult (18–65 years) slot machine players investigated whether an online
treatment program called Deprexis helped treat depression and improve gambling behaviour
in slot machine gamblers with gambling disorder.52
› The Deprexis program consisted of 10 modules, all based on cognitive behavioural therapy.
› Participants who completed Deprexis had fewer symptoms of depression and problem gambling
after the intervention period (PG assessed using the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale
Modified for Pathological Gambling [PG-YBOCS] and SOGS; compared to waitlist control group).
› Participants with severe depression, and those who gambled to escape loneliness, appeared to
benefit most from the Deprexis program.
› Results suggest that an online intervention program that focuses on underlying mental health
issues, may help reduce depression and gambling problems in gamblers.
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Internet-based Interventions and Demographic Factors
› Several reviews demonstrate that internet-based problem gambling treatment can be particularly
effective for women.47, 50
› One review suggests this may be because internet-based interventions provide opportunity for
female-only treatment and discussion groups, which may be more comfortable for some women.3
› A 2016 cohort study (Canada) investigated the effectiveness of webinar-based group counselling
and a tutorial workbook for women with gambling problems (assessed using DSM-IV and CPGI).53
› Twelve group counselling webinar sessions were offered over three months. Participants were
asked to complete one tutorial workbook module per week and participate in webinar discussions.
› Each counselling webinar started with mindfulness meditation.
› After participating in the treatment, women reported:
› Gambling less frequently
› A decreased urge to gamble
› An increased awareness of their gambling triggers and behaviours
› Increased happiness and hopefulness about the future
› Feeling less alone in their gambling problems and an increased sense of wellness
› A 2015 RCT tested the effectiveness of a computer-based personalised normative feedback (PNF)
protocol for addressing gambling problems among college students who self-reported at least
some gambling problems (assessed using SOGS).54
› Participants who completed the PNF received summary information about their own gambling habits
(frequency, expenditure, and time spent), their perception of their peers’ habits, actual gambling
norms among their peers, and a percentile ranking of their gambling compared to their peers’.
› Compared to the control group, PNF participants experienced a significant reduction in their gambling
problems (assessed using SOGS).
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Self Help Interventions
› A pragmatic clinical trial assessed the effectiveness of a tutorial workbook (TW) for helping
Canadian women with gambling problems (assessed using DSM-IV and CPGI) make gamblingrelated changes.55
› The workbook contained 12 modules that helped women to explore whether their gambling
was a problem, establish gambling-related goals, and address relapse prevention strategies.
It also focused on issues underlying gambling urges, and taught mindfulness, stress management,
and emotion regulation.
› Most women reported:
› The TW helped them modify gambling behaviours through increased understanding
and awareness of their gambling triggers.
› Feeling better about themselves, improved mood and anxiety levels, feeling less isolated,
and positive changes in their relationships.
› Results suggest that the TW can be used as a treatment resource for women gamblers, who may
face barriers to accessing other treatment.55
› A 2015 RCT (USA) compared the treatment outcomes (during treatment and one year later)
of a self-help workbook alone (WB only) and self-help workbook with some guidance from
a therapist (WB+G).56
› Participants met at least two DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling.
› All participants worked through the workbook over a 20–week period, and the WB+G met with
a psychologist for 45–50 minutes, five times over the course of the 20 weeks.
› Fewer participants in the WB+G group gambled during treatment and at follow-up, compared
to the WB only group.
› The WB only group reported spending less money on gambling during treatment, compared
to the start of the treatment, but this effect was not maintained at one-year follow-up.
› Both groups reported fewer gambling-related symptoms (using Gambling Symptom Assessment
Scale [GSAS]) during treatment and at follow-up (e.g., gambling urges and thoughts).
› Reduction in gambling-related symptoms occurred more quickly with therapist guidance.
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Research Recommendations
› More randomised studies are needed to determine the effects of remote interventions on
gambling problems.49
› A 2016 report on internet-based interventions by the Australian Gambling Research Centre
recommends:48
› Providers offer remote interventions to help reach under-served populations and those who
may not otherwise seek help (e.g., young people, women, and those who face timing barriers,
such as employment or childcare).
› Remote interventions be offered in community, treatment, and gambling settings (online,
in venue, etc.).
› Providers target their promotion of remote interventions to attract new help-seekers.
› Remote interventions should be integrated and offered across a range of modalities.

Conclusion
Remote and self-help interventions appear to reduce problem gambling and related harms. The most
common modalities used in an online context are motivational interventions and CBT, but research suggests
that a blend of modalities might be most appropriate. Though included approaches vary considerably,
commonalities between effective remote interventions appear to be self-direction, cognitive behavioural and
motivational techniques, goal setting, some degree of relationship/interaction with a clinician, and access to
information about normative behaviours for purposes of comparison. Online and remote interventions can
be particularly useful for women and other groups who may face barriers, or who may be less likely to access
face-to-face treatment. Overall, research suggests that remote and self-help interventions may provide an
important opportunity to enhance treatment and support uptake, and reduce problem gambling. However,
more research is needed to determine which combination of factors (length, modality, degree of clinician
support, etc.) may lead to the most robust treatment outcomes.
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Section 6
Helplines

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent research on helplines for addressing problem gambling. Gambling helplines
are often offered as the first point of support for gamblers. They offer information and referrals to formal
treatment services and may also provide support and brief interventions. Helplines are advantageous, as
they are cost effective, easily accessible, and confidential.57

GENDER DIFFERENCES AMONG
HELPLINE CALLERS
› Secondary analysis of helpline data explored gender patterns among 150 first-time gambling
helpline callers in New Zealand. Callers received standard helpline care lasting an average of 33
minutes and then were followed up with at 3, 6, and 12 months after their call. The study found:
› Women reported more severe gambling problems (based on PGSI), greater emotional
distress, and lower quality of life than men.
› Women were more likely to report electronic gaming machines as their most problematic
form of gambling.
› Despite reporting lower gambling severity (based on PGSI), men were more likely to seek
formal treatment and attend Gamblers Anonymous following the call (compared to women).
› Both women and men had significant improvements in gambling behaviour, emotional
well-being, and quality of life after their contact with the helpline.
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› Another analysis of gambling helpline data (USA) found:58
› Most helpline callers were women.
› Men and women were equally likely to initiate treatment following their call.

Brief Interventions Via Gambling Helplines
› A three-year prospective study of 131 callers to the New Zealand national gambling helpline
evaluated the impact of the helpline’s standard care intervention on problem gambling and
depression over three time points (immediately following the intervention, one year after,
and three years after the intervention).59 The study found:
› PGSI scores dropped steadily after the intervention (from an average of 17 points in the
initial assessment, to 9 and 7.5 points at the one and three-year follow ups, respectively).
› Depression levels also dropped, following a similar pattern to PGSI scores (74% had
depression at initial assessment, compared to 42% at the one-year follow-up, and 41%
at the three-year follow-up).
› Analyses showed that the reduction in gambling problems following the helpline
intervention were directly related to a reduction in depression.
› A 2014 systematic review found no consistent evidence for a positive effect of helpline
interventions on gambling.49

Gambling Helplines and Treatment Initiation
› Interviews with helpline callers demonstrated callers are more likely to access treatment after
a helpline call if they have positive views about treatment, believe they will be able to relate
to other treatment seekers, and recognise they have a gambling problem.60
› Helpline counsellors should be aware of these motivators for treatment-seeking and should
encourage problem gamblers to follow through with referrals to treatment programs.
› Analysis of gambling helpline data (USA) found that, among 554 included callers, those who
referenced family or financial problems as their reason for calling were more likely to initiate
treatment.58
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› Through comparing their findings to similar research,61 the authors suggest that having helpline
staff schedule an appointment with a counsellor before ending the call may improve the likelihood
that a caller attends their first treatment session (compared to giving a referral number to the caller).

Conclusion
The research on gambling helplines as a form of treatment and as a pathway to treatment is somewhat
mixed. The included evidence suggests that helplines may be a good resource for supporting women, who
may otherwise be less likely to engage with problem gambling support. The results of one study suggest
that offering a brief intervention via a gambling helpline may help to immediately reduce problem gambling
and related mental health symptoms, though this idea was not supported by the findings of a review on the
topic.49 Evidence also suggests that helplines may be an important pathway to further treatment, and that
having helpline staff book a caller’s initial appointment with a treatment provider may help to increase that
caller’s likelihood of attending further treatment.
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Section 7
Treatment Involving
Concerned
Significant Others

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises research on engaging concerned significant others (CSOs) (also commonly known
as affected others) in problem gambling treatment. Problematic gambling does not only harm the individual
gambler, but also CSOs in their lives. Similar to gamblers, CSOs may undergo stress, financial difficulties,
poor mental health, and other negative consequences.62 This chapter will cover treatment protocols that
engage CSOs in gambling treatment.

ENGAGING CSOS IN TREATMENT
DESIGNED FOR PROBLEM GAMBLERS
› A non-randomised comparison study of men with a gambling problem (assessed using SOGS
and DSM-IV ) investigated if patients receiving care in a Gambling Disorder Unit were more likely
to recover if CSOs were involved in their therapy sessions.63
› All patients received the same cognitive behavioural therapy for 16 weeks. Gamblers
in the CSO group had a CSO join them for 7 of the 16 therapy sessions.
› Patients with CSOs attending therapy sessions:
› Had fewer psychological problems after the treatment had ended.
› Were more likely to attend therapy sessions.
› Were less likely to drop out of therapy.
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› Patients who had a spouse or partner attend some of their therapy sessions were more
likely to follow treatment guidelines, and less likely to relapse, compared to clients who
had non-spousal others join them.

Treatment Designed for Both Problem Gamblers and Their CSOS
› A pilot RCT in Sweden compared the outcomes of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) with
the outcomes of behavioural couples therapy (BCT) for 18 problem gamblers (PGSI) and their
concerned significant others (CSOs).64
› Both treatments were delivered online with therapist support.
› Immediately following treatment and at follow-up, gamblers in both groups improved in
terms of gambling severity (assessed using NODS), money lost to gambling, and symptoms
of anxiety and depression.
› CSOs in the BCT group also had reduced symptoms of depression and anxiety after treatment
and at follow-up.
› Results suggest that BCT is a promising treatment for problem gambling, but further research
is needed to explore its long-term effects.
› A Canadian pilot RCT tested treatment outcomes of Congruence Couples Therapy (CCT)
for pathological gambling (assessed using DSM-IV-TR).65
› CCT is an emerging therapeutic modality that works with pathological gamblers and
their spouses jointly as an integrated system.
› Couples in the treatment group received 12 weekly sessions of CCT (face-to-face or online).
› Results show that the CCT group improved significantly in terms of gambling symptoms,
mental health distress, and spousal functioning (compared to the control group).
› A randomised clinical pilot study in Canada compared the experiences of pathological gamblers
(assessed using The World Health Organization World Mental Health Composite International
Diagnostic Interview [WHM-CIDI]) and their partners after receiving couple or individual therapy.66
› Participants in the couple therapy group received Integrative Couple Treatment for
Pathological Gambling (ICT-PG).
› In the case of individual therapy participants, gamblers received the usual treatment for
pathological gambling, and their partners attended family member services that helped
them to care for their own wellbeing, and to better understand gambling disorder.
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› Participants reported satisfaction with both treatment types, but their experiences were
more positive in couple therapy.
› Gamblers favoured individual treatment if they had a great deal of difficulty talking
about their gambling problems in front of their partners.
› The couples in couple therapy reported that this treatment type helped them develop
better communication skills and mutual understanding.

Treatment Designed for CSOs Only
› A Canadian randomised clinical trial examined if the Community Reinforcement and Family
Training (CRAFT) approach could support CSOs of pathological gamblers (based on DSM-IV
criteria).62
› CRAFT emphasises the CSOs personal wellbeing and teaches CSOs skills for reinforcing
non-gambling behaviours, avoiding negative reinforcement, and withholding reinforcement
for gambling behaviours.
› Thirty-one CSOs received either an individual intervention with a therapist (8 –12 one-hour
sessions) or a self-help workbook, both based on the CRAFT approach.
› Results show that the CRAFT approach delivered face-to-face by a therapist might be more
successful at reducing money gambled compared to a self-help workbook.

Conclusion
Many of the included studies on engaging CSOs in problem gambling treatment are pilot studies and more,
larger research studies are needed to truly determine the efficacy of the modalities included here. However,
the evidence shows that problem gamblers who have a concerned significant other, such as a spouse,
sibling, parent, or loved one, as part of their treatment sessions, may have better treatment outcomes.
Engaging a spouse in treatment (rather than a parent, sibling, or other CSO) may be particularly impactful.
Also, pilot results suggest that several modalities designed to treat both the person who gambles and their
spouse/partner, may be particularly effective at reducing harm experienced by both parties. Specifically,
research supports the use of online behavioural couples therapy and 12 weekly sessions of congruence
couples therapy delivered online or in-person.
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Section 8
Residential
Treatment

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent research on residential treatment for problem gambling. Being immersed
in a supportive environment, away from day-to-day challenges and stressors, can be beneficial for some
clients. Residential treatment may be a particularly appropriate option for patients with complex needs
and comorbid conditions.67

PROFILE OF PATIENTS ACCESSING
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
› A multi-sample comparison study of inpatient and outpatient gambling treatment seeking adults
in Italy, found that those seeking inpatient (residential) treatment, demonstrated more severe
gambling problems (assessed using SOGS) and higher levels of:68
› Dissociation (disconnecting from surroundings and/or self)
› Attention impulsiveness
› Difficulty in identifying feelings
› Externally oriented thinking
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› A survey study of adults accessing substance use disorder treatment in the USA found high rates
(21%) of lifetime disordered gambling (assessed using SOGS) among participants.69
› Though more than a quarter of patients who met the criteria for disordered gambling recognised
their gambling needed to be addressed, many had never accessed self-help (84%) or support (82%)
for their gambling problems.
› A mixed-methods evaluation of residential treatment services in Germany (1998–2011) found:70
› 1% of problem gamblers access residential treatment
› 11% of residential treatment seekers were women
› The peak age for accessing residential treatment was higher among women (40–49 years)
compared to men (30–39)
› 93% of residential treatment seekers had at least one comorbid disorder

Treatment Pathways
› The same German study found the top four pathways into residential care included:70
› Counselling centre
› Other inpatient facility
› Self-referral
› General practitioner

Residential Treatment Outcomes
› In a pilot study of 53 adults in Australia, predictive models showed that an inpatient gambling
treatment program predicted significant improvement in gambling indicators over the 12 months
following treatment. Gambling indicators included problem gambling (Victoria Gambling Screen
[VGS]), the Kesler 10 Scale (K10), and the Work and Social Adjustment Scale (WSAS) (K10 and
WSAS used to reflect problems caused by gambling).67

› The inpatient (residential) program was developed to support patients whose needs
are too complex for typical outpatient care.
› The program is two-weeks long and takes place in a hospital setting.
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› Inpatients participate in CBT with an emphasis on cue exposure, toward a goal of eliminating
the urge to gamble.
› Inpatients also have access to allied health services in the hospital (e.g., neurology, social work,
dietician, financial aid, etc.).
› Given the small sample size and challenges related to follow-up engagement, findings should
be considered exploratory.
› A prospective follow-up study of 396 adults with a gambling disorder (assessed using SOGS)
(Germany) evaluated the effects of inpatient treatment on gambling disorder symptoms,
abstinence, and continued engagement in gambling without harmful consequences.71
› The treatment was provided at eight different sites and did not follow any specific treatment
manual, but included group and individual psychotherapy, and allied supports (e.g., physiotherapy,
sports therapy, nutritional counselling, and social and creative therapies).
› The average treatment duration was 76.5 days and the primary goal of treatment was to
establish complete abstinence from gambling.
› All patients showed less social and family difficulties following treatment.
› One year after receiving treatment, over half of the patients continued to gamble, but half of
these individuals continued gambling without having symptoms of GD (assessed using SOGS
and a structured clinical interview for problem gambling [SCI-PG] based in DSM-IV criteria).
› Patients who abstained from gambling:
› Had fewer work-related difficulties.
› Had less mental distress (compared to those who relapsed and continued to experience
GD symptoms).
› Showed decreases in tendencies toward anxiety, self-doubt, and other negative feelings
(neuroticism), and increases in social engagement and interest (extraversion), and self-control,
responsibility, and reliability (conscientiousness).
› Results suggest patients may benefit most if they abstain from gambling, but abstinence is not
a necessary goal for every gambling disorder patient.71
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Predictors of Treatment Dropout
› Secondary analysis of clinical data representing 658 men seeking residential gambling treatment
in the UK found no difference in treatment dropout rates between severity groups (based on
PGSI), but found the following characteristics predicted elective dropout:72
› Age 26+
› Higher (vs. lower) level of education
› Higher (vs. lower) debt
› Poker playing and online gambling
› Choosing a shorter treatment program (3–6 months vs. 9 months)
› Depression
› Childhood adversity (e.g., parental divorce, violence, abuse, bullying)
› The same study found the following characteristics predicted enforced dropout from treatment:72
› Lifetime homelessness
› Sports betting
› Smoking
› Depression
› Choosing a shorter treatment program (3–6 months vs. 9 months)

Conclusion
Recent research on residential treatment for problem gambling is minimal, and more research is needed
to determine what factors enhance the efficacy of this form of treatment (e.g., length of stay, treatment
modalities and allied services included, etc.). As residential treatment is often used for patients with
particularly complex needs, research recommends that residential treatment providers adopt evidencebased practices and procedures for treating individuals with co-occurring disorders.69 Also, as with
other forms of gambling treatment, dropout is a considerable concern raised by researchers in this area.
Treatment providers might consider developing tailored interventions to reduce dropout among identified
risk groups.72
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Section 9
Pharmacological
Treatments

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent evidence on the efficacy of pharmacological treatments for problem
gambling. To date, no drug has been approved for the treatment of problem gambling.73 The evidence
on pharmacological problem gambling treatments includes studies on dopamine antagonists, opioid
antagonists, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and glutamatergic agents.74 Apart from extreme
cases, pharmacological treatments are not currently used for treating gambling problems in Great Britain.

DOPAMINE ANTAGONISTS
› Dopamine antagonists help to regulate bodily responses to pleasure and reward.3
› A US-based single-blind study of the efficacy of Ecopipam for treating gambling disorder,
found that treatment was associated with significant reductions in problem gambling symptoms
(PG-YBOCS) among 28 participants with a gambling disorder.75
› 22 participants completed the 8-week trial
› Treatment lasted eight weeks in total, one-week placebo lead-in, six weeks of medication,
one-week of follow-up
› Medication doses ranged from 50 to 100 mg/d as needed
› A 2019 review of clinical trial evidence found that Olanzapine was no more effective than
a placebo at addressing gambling disorder.74
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Opioid Antagonists
› Opioid antagonists work by blocking the binding of opioids produced by the brain, interrupting
the reward system that can reinforce gambling problems.
› A 2018 meta-analysis of placebo-controlled studies on drug treatments for problem gambling
found that opioid antagonists worked better than a placebo in reducing gambling problems.76
› Naltrexone is suggested to demonstrate the most potential as a drug treatment for problem
gambling.77
› A 2018 case series of 14 patients with severe gambling problems (assessed using the PGSI)
attending the National Problem Gambling Clinic (UK), examined the effects of naltrexone as
a treatment for problem gambling.77
› Patients received 25mg of naltrexone per day for three days, and then 50mg of naltrexone
per day for six weeks (patients were also accessing other gambling support services throughout,
such as Gamblers Anonymous).
› Of the ten participants (eight men, two women; age 29–56):
› All had reduced cravings to gamble after six weeks of treatment.
› Six were able to give up gambling completely for the duration of the study,
but one relapsed after the study period.
› Four were not able to give up gambling, but gambling behaviour was
reduced among two.
› Patients reported several side effects including:
› Loss of appetite
› Gastrointestinal pain
› Headaches
› Sedation
› Dizziness
› Vivid dreams
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› A 2016 RCT evaluated to effectiveness of as-needed naltrexone and regular psychosocial support
for treating problem gambling (based on PG-YBOCS).73
› 101 participants who scored a 5 or higher on the South Oaks Gambling Screen-Revised
(SOGS-R) were randomised (1:1) into a treatment or control group.
› Participants in the treatment group self-administered 25mg of naltrexone as needed, up
to once daily, typically when experiencing a strong urge to gamble or planning to gamble,
and tracked their medication use in a diary.
› Control group participants followed the same protocol but self-administered a placebo
instead of a dose of naltrexone.
› All participants also received psychosocial support over three appointments with
a psychologist.
› Researchers found no significant differences in problem gambling outcomes (assessed
using the PG-YBOCS), between the group that received as-needed naltrexone and the
group that received a placebo.
› A more recent (2019) review of clinical trial evidence found that both naltrexone and nalmefene
significantly reduced gambling disorder symptoms, though each drug was only represented
in two clinical trials.74

SSRIs
› A 2019 review of clinical trial evidence suggests research on the effectiveness of SSRIs for
treating gambling disorder is mixed. Patients with comorbid Major Depressive Disorder or
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, may be more likely to respond to this form of treatment.74

Glutamatergic Agents
› Glutamatergic agents are proposed to interrupt pleasure and reinforcement processes
associated with gambling problems.3
› A 2015 systematic review of clinical trials using N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) concluded that
NAC did not appear to be effective for treating pathological gambling.78
› A 2019 review of clinical trial evidence found that NAC alone showed strong efficacy over
a placebo for treating gambling disorder. NAC coupled with psychotherapy was associated
with reduced problematic gambling symptoms among patients with a gambling disorder and
nicotine dependence.74
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› A 2017 RCT tested the effectiveness of topiramate combined with CBT for the treatment
of gambling disorder.79
› 38 participants with a gambling disorder (defined as meeting 4+ DSM-5 criteria) were
randomised into a treatment or control group.
› The treatment group received topiramate for 12 weeks. Doses were adjusted up to
300mg/day as needed over the first 8 weeks and maintained for the final four weeks.
› The control group followed the same protocol but received a placebo instead of topiramate.
› All participants also participated in four sessions of CBT with a therapist and used a workbook
designed specifically for cognitive restructuring for gambling disorder.
› Researchers found that participants in the treatment group experienced a greater reduction in
gambling symptoms (assessed using PG-YBOCS, the Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale [G-SAS],
and the Gambling Beliefs Questionnaire [GBQ]) compared to participants in the control group.
› A 2018 meta-analysis of placebo-controlled studies on drug treatments for problem gambling
found that topiramate worked better than a placebo in reducing gambling problems.76
› A more recent (2019) review found that topiramate was not effective at addressing gambling disorder.74

Conclusion
While the evidence for using pharmacological interventions to treat gambling problems is somewhat
inconclusive, some studies demonstrate promising effects. Further research is needed to determine
the efficacy of these interventions. Specifically, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies are needed
to determine which pharmacological treatments are effective for addressing gambling problems.75
Also, research studies could further explore the effectiveness of pharmacological treatments over
a longer period of time, especially after patients complete treatment.77
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Section 10
Brain Stimulation

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises research on using brain stimulation for the treatment of problem gambling.
Non-invasive brain stimulation techniques used for treating addiction typically include: transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), and continuous theta burst
stimulation (cTBS).80, 81 Each procedure involves stimulating different parts of the brain using devices
on or above the scalp.80, 81 Although current evidence is minimal and somewhat inconclusive, some
evidence suggests that brain stimulation may have a positive effect on craving reduction/desire to gamble,
gambling reinforcement, and cognitive function among problem gamblers. Outside of extreme cases,
treatment involving brain stimulation is not currently used for treating gambling problems in Great Britain.

CRAVING REDUCTION
› A 2017 randomised sham-controlled crossover study (France) tested the effectiveness of repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (r-TMS) for addressing gambling cravings and behaviours.82
› Treatment involved one, 20.5-minute session of r-TMS over the left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC).
› 22 treatment-seeking participants with a gambling disorder (based on DSM-5 criteria) received
a real or “sham” (fake) treatment one week and the other type of treatment the following week.
› Participants rated their gambling craving before and after watching a 2.5-minute video specific
to their preferred gambling type (e.g., sports betting, casino, horse racing, etc.).
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› Participants also reported their gambling behaviour prior to treatment and the week following
treatment, using the PG-YBOCS.
› Researchers found that r-TMS treatment significantly decreased gambling cravings compared
to the sham treatment but found no significant effect of r-TMS on gambling behaviour.
› A sham-controlled study of nine community-recruited, non-treatment seeking, male pathological
gamblers (as per National Opinion Research Center DSM Screen for Gambling Problems
[NODS]) tested the effect of r-TMS and continuous theta burst stimulation (c-TBS) on gambling
reinforcement.81
› Researchers found:
› A single session of rTMS did not reduce delay discounting behaviour (placing higher
value on immediate rewards compared to longer-term rewards) compared to the
placebo treatment, but did reduce the participants’ desire to gamble.
› A single session of cTBS to the DLPFC reduced participants’ blood pressure, which
would normally increase in response to play.
› A 2018 randomised, sham-controlled crossover trial (France) tested low frequency DLPFC rTMS
for decreasing cue-induced gambling cravings.83
› Thirty patients seeking treatment for pathological gambling (based on DSM-IV criteria) received
one real and one sham (fake) r-TMS treatment, with a 7–14-day window in between.
› At each treatment, patients would complete physiological measures and assessments of their
gambling cravings, experience exposure to five minutes of visual and audio gambling cues
specific to their preferred gambling activity and medium (online vs. offline), and receive r-TMS
or sham treatment.
› Researchers failed to demonstrate the efficacy of DLPFC rTMS for decreasing cue-induced
gambling cravings.

Cognitive Function
› A 2018 systematic review found that rTMS and tDCS enhanced cognitive functioning among
individuals experiencing addiction, including gambling addiction.80
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Conclusion
Research on the use of brain stimulation for treating gambling problems is somewhat inconclusive and
subject to several limitations, including small sample sizes, inconsistencies in study design and treatment
protocols, and lack of information about the mechanisms of action and change.84 Future research on brain
stimulation should include large, demographically representative samples,81, 83 and should investigate the
long term effects of brain stimulation,83 especially whether multiple sessions can decrease problem gambling
symptoms for a longer period of time.82
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Section 11
Gamblers
Anonymous

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent research on Gamblers Anonymous (GA) for the treatment of gambling
problems. Gamblers Anonymous is a 12-step, peer-support program designed to help people maintain
abstinence from gambling.

GA STURUCTURE AND CONTENT
› A UK-based study (2019) observed 20 GA meetings and summarised key themes related to
the structure and content of the meetings:85
› Far more men attended GA meetings than women (only 4 of 278 observed individuals
were women).
› Gamblers self-identified as compulsive gamblers and often spoke about money problems
at GA meetings.
› Members often spoke about the important role that meeting attendance plays in their recovery.
› Members supported each other outside of meetings, primarily by text message.
› Many members had comorbid mental health problems and suicidal thoughts, though GA
meeting chairs suggested they are not trained to deal with members’ mental health problems.
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Combining GA with Other Treatment Modalities
› A 2016 review of research on GA found that evidence on its effectiveness as a treatment is
inconclusive, and that GA in combination with another treatment modality (i.e., CBT) appeared
to be more effective at reducing problem gambling and related harms.86
› A 2014 study found that, among Gambler’s Anonymous (GA) participants, a stress management
program lead to significant decreases in stress, depression, and anxiety, and significant
improvements in quality of life and daily routines (compared to GA on its own).87
› The stress management program involved:
› Education regarding reward-seeking behaviours, maladjusted beliefs,
dysfunctional thoughts, and coping skills.
› Instructions on eating habits, physical training, and daily routine.
› 8 weeks of at-home progressive muscle relaxation and relaxation breathing
(25 minutes, 2x per day), guided by an audio CD.

Conclusion
There is little recent research on the efficacy of Gamblers Anonymous for treating gambling problems.
Available evidence suggests that GA is most accessed by men and that GA may not be an appropriate
option for the management of comorbid mental health challenges. The findings of two recent studies
suggest that GA might be most effective when paired with another treatment modality (CBT or stress
management). Overall, more robust and long-term research is needed to determine whether GA on its
own can lead to strong problem gambling treatment outcomes.
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Section 12
Emerging Treatment
Modalities

INTRODUCTION
This section summarises recent literature on problem gambling treatment modalities that are novel and/
or somewhat under-explored within the search parameters. Each of the treatment modalities covered here
require more exploration to determine overall efficacy but provides insight into potential new and innovative
problem gambling supports.

COGNITIVE REMEDIATION
› A 2017 review suggests that cognitive remediation could be used to address impaired mental
skills and self-control in gambling disorder patients.88
› Authors suggest that Cognitive Remediation Therapy (CRT) be used alongside usual
treatment, such as CBT, to improve treatment effects.

Cognitive Bias Modification
› A recent German pilot RCT of adults with problem/pathological slot machine gambling
(assessed using SOGS) demonstrated that participating in an approach avoidance training
task had no unique effect on gambling-related symptoms (compared to a control group).89
› The approach avoidance task uses a software that has participants view a series of photos,
including slot machines and other photos. Participants in the experimental group were
required to “push” slot machine photos away and “pull” other photos in (using their mouse).
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› This finding related to problem gambling opposes findings from similar studies that support
the use of cognitive bias modification for addressing challenges related to substance use.

Psychodynamic Therapy
› A naturalistic study of recovering gamblers suggests that addressing levels of anxiety and
depression is critical to treating gambling problems.90
› A retrospective analysis of pilot study data (UK) evaluated a brief psychodynamic therapy
treatment protocol for problem gambling patients with co-occurring mental health and
addiction problems, and early-life difficulties.91
› Psychodynamic therapy aims to treat the underlying emotional issues and conflicts
that might have triggered a person’s gambling addiction.
› Among 78 problem gambling treatment-seekers, the protocol successfully treated problem
gambling (assessed using PGSI) and reduced patients’ levels of depression and anxiety.

Arts-based Group Treatment
› A 2019 Canadian pilot study evaluated an eight-week, arts-based treatment program for women
with experiences in gambling.92
› The program followed a patient-centered approach in which women worked with facilitators,
and each other, on a variety of visual and musical works.
› Women reported the program:
› Helped them build community connections.
› Gave them new options to manage life challenges.
› Shifted their views of themselves in a positive way.
› Fostered a sense of belonging to a community.
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Conclusion
This section provides a brief evidence base for emerging or under-researched treatment modalities that
may have the potential to treat problem gambling and related harms. Researchers and treatment providers
may want to continue to explore the application of these modalities, particularly in terms of targeting
underserviced populations (e.g., women and gamblers with co-occurring mental illnesses).
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Section 13
Discussions and
Conclusions

DISCUSSION
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) remains the problem gambling treatment modality with both the
largest evidence base and the most compelling evidence to suggest its efficacy.3, 12, 13 Research demonstrates
that CBT can have robust short-term and longer-term effects on problem gambling and related harms (e.g.,
quality of life, emotional wellbeing),5, 6 across gambling types,5 severity levels,7 and demographic groups.23, 28
CBT appears to be most effective when delivered in-person and in an outpatient setting.12
While the evidence supporting the use of CBT for treating gambling problems is compelling for those
who attend treatment, research shows that one of the biggest barriers to overall treatment effectiveness
is that people with gambling problems rarely seek treatment.60, 93 Many problem gamblers experience
and/or perceive barriers to treatment, and these barriers can have a significant, negative impact
on a person’s likelihood of accessing treatment.60 Helplines,60 motivational interventions,45 remote
interventions,46–48 and self-help interventions55 may also play an important role in problem gambling
treatment strategies, as they all demonstrate the potential to promote treatment uptake, even among
groups who are typically less likely to access treatment.
Recent research on problem gambling helplines suggest that these resources may offer an important
pathway to further treatment, particularly for women.57, 58, 60 The included research highlights two factors
that may increase the likelihood of a helpline caller accessing further treatment. First, helpline staff may
more effectively transition a caller to treatment if they book the appointment on the caller’s behalf before
the call is ended, rather than passing along a referral number.58 Second, helpline staff should be aware of
key motivators for treatment initiation among helpline callers, and should encourage follow through with
treatment referrals.60 These motivators include callers having positive views about treatment, believing
they will be able to relate to other treatment seekers, and recognising they have a gambling problem.
Motivational interventions may have a strong pre-treatment application, as they are shown to enhance the
likelihood of attending treatment.41, 45 A growing body of research demonstrates that combining motivational
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interventions with CBT may be particularly effective for reducing gambling problems and related harms.11,
13, 44
Motivational interventions are also suggested to be effective across cultural groups as, regardless of
cultural background, they help problem gamblers identify and address their own influences and beliefs
about gambling.23
Remote and self-help treatment options are effective, resource-efficient, anonymous, convenient, and help
to reduce barriers and enhance access to treatment for those who may be unlikely or unable to use faceto-face treatment options.18, 46–48, 55 These interventions may be particularly effective treatment options for
women, who may otherwise face barriers to treatment.47, 50, 53, 55 Internet and workbook-based CBT may
be a particularly strong option for treating gambling problems.17–19 Across remote treatment modalities,
research suggests that some engagement with a clinician (in-person or via web, mobile, or telephone) may
improve outcomes.46, 50, 56
High levels of treatment dropout also have a large impact on the outcomes of problem gambling treatment
and related research.17, 28 Motivational interventions45 and interventions that engage a concerned significant
other63 may help to decrease dropout rates among problem gambling treatment seekers. Several factors
related to demographics,72 game preference,20 co-occurring issues,72, 94 and treatment timepoints95, and
treatment satisfaction96 are proposed to predict dropout. Researchers suggest that treatment providers
explore which interventions can be used to address dropout at key timepoints and among key risk groups.72
Researchers also suggest that building strong therapeutic relationships at the outset of treatment may
mitigate some risk of dropout.16
Overall, the evidence would suggest that a treatment strategy combining CBT with helplines, motivational
interventions, and remote treatment options, has the potential to reduce barriers, enhance treatment uptake
and completion, and address problematic gambling thoughts and behaviours for many problem gamblers.
However, while CBT and the other strategies mentioned do have the potential to effectively treat patients
with co-occurring disorders;32–34 patients with more complex diagnoses and needs may require additional
forms of treatment. The literature sourced suggests that some patients may benefit from problem gambling
treatment that specifically addresses sources of anxiety and depression,52, 90, 91, 97 and patients with particularly
complex needs may benefit from residential treatment options.67 Also, considering that gambling harms
typically extend beyond the individual gambler,62 it may be useful to offer treatment options for concerned
significant others. Research shows that engaging CSOs in treatment can be beneficial for both the CSO and
the person experiencing gambling problems.62–65
Across treatment modalities, the literature identifies factors that influence treatment outcomes among
a few key populations. In terms of BAME communities, researchers recommend that treatment providers
should be sensitive to the differences in social and cultural backgrounds of their clients.23 Specifically,
treatment providers supporting Asian problem gamblers must remember that gambling is a common
pastime in this population, and should take care to address shame and fear of stigma.23 For Black and
Latino/Hispanic populations, treatment providers should consider their social and environmental
circumstances, since these populations are more likely to have low socioeconomic status.23 Studies
on women and older adults are lacking,30 but researchers suggests that women may respond best to
treatment approaches that allow for relationship building.30 A recent study suggests best practices for
treatment of older adults include:
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› Person-centred and family-focused care.
› Ongoing screening and assessment.
› Secondary prevention and early intervention.
› Tertiary prevention and specialised treatment.
› Ongoing support and recovery resources.98
Across populations, the literature suggests that gambling treatment should be tailored to meet individual
needs.99

Limitations
The first limitation of the current study is the lack of availability of recent research. There is a need for more
robust, long-term research on many of the treatment modalities included in this review. Particularly in the
areas of brain stimulation and pharmacological treatments, research using consistent treatment protocols
would be useful to determine efficacy. More research is also needed regarding problem gambling treatment
for women, BAME communities, gamblers with co-occurring disorders, and older and younger adults, as
these groups are underrepresented in the current body of literature. Across many studies included, increased
specificity regarding outcome measures (e.g., clearly defining what is meant how “decreased gambling
frequency” is observed/measured) would help to clarify the nature of the impact of specific modalities on
problematic gambling thoughts and behaviours.
A second limitation of this review is that, due to the time restrictions of a rapid review, robust assessments
of risk of bias and quality of evidence were not conducted. As a result, the quality of studies included varies.
A third limitation is that, due to availability of research, most of the included studies were carried out in
jurisdictions outside of GB. Though many of the findings may be transferable to a GB context, it will be
important to carry out context-specific evaluations of any updates to Great Britain’s gambling treatment
strategy.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that research outside of a gambling-specific context calls into question
the superiority of CBT, compared to other forms of psychotherapy. Research of this nature suggests that
CBT may be the most accepted treatment standard because (1) it is the most researched, (2) it has the first
and strongest evidence-based framework for results to be evaluated against, and (3) it is often used as the
reference treatment in comparison studies.100 It is possible that the impact of other treatment modalities on
gambling problems is more difficult to measure, and thus they are not as consistently positively represented
in the literature.
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Conclusion
Despite the limitations discussed, there is reasonable evidence to suggest that cognitive behavioural
therapies may be the most effective treatment for problem gambling. Given that low treatment uptake
and high treatment dropout are prevalent, the evidence also supports the use of modalities that increase
treatment engagement, including motivational interventions, helplines, and remote and self-help
interventions. Other treatment modalities reviewed demonstrate some promising evidence regarding
their potential for treating gambling problems, but more research is needed to truly determine their
effectiveness. More long-term, robust research is needed across treatment modalities. Future research
should seek to understand which problem gambling treatment modalities are most effective for
understudied subpopulations.
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Appendix A:
Glossary of Key Terms

Abstinence goal: Abstaining involves completely avoiding the problem behaviour (e.g., completely stopping
all gambling behaviour). While abstinence has historically been viewed as the only way to resolve an addiction,
it is very difficult for individuals struggling with addiction to achieve total abstinence.101
Addiction Severity Index (ASI): The ASI is a semi-structured interview designed to address seven potential
problem areas in patients presenting with addiction problems. These seven areas include: medical status,
employment and support, drug use, alcohol use, legal status, family/social status, and psychiatric status.102
Addiction Severity Index – Gambling (ASI-G): The ASI-G is a subscale of the original ASI that assesses
the severity of gambling problems in a variety of populations.103
BAME: This term is used in the UK to refer to Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic communities.104
Barriers to Treatment for Problem Gambling (BTPG): This questionnaire assesses possible barriers to
gambling treatment. Subscales within this questionnaire include treatment availability, stigma, cost,
uncertainty about treatment, and avoidance of gambling problems.105
Behavioural Couples Therapy (BCT): BCT is a form of behaviour therapy that incorporates both the individual
and their partner in the treatment process. The focus of the treatment is on relieving stress, improving
communication, managing feelings, changing behaviour, solving problems, promoting acceptance, and
shifting perceptions.106, 107
Brief Intervention (BI): In a gambling context, a brief intervention is an independent, short, nonconfrontational interaction about an issue related to gambling. The purpose is to help the individual
think about their behaviour and make a connection between their behaviour and any associated risks
and harms.108
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Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI): The CPGI is a 31-item measure used for screening purposes
to determine whether a person in the general population may have a gambling problem. The CPGI
asks questions about an individual’s gambling habits from four categories: an individual’s involvement
in gambling, problem gambling behaviour, the consequences they (or others) experience as a result of
their problem gambling, and other factors that often co-occur with gambling harm/problem gambling
behaviour.109
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT): This type of therapy is based on the premise that behaviour is
influenced by the way an individual thinks and feels. The therapy focuses on problem solving with the
goal of changing individuals’ thought patterns and responses to difficult situations. A CBT approach can
be applied to a wide range of mental health issues and conditions.110
Cognitive Remediation Therapy (CRT): This therapy aims to help individuals become aware of any problems
with their cognitive abilities and improve upon them. Cognitive abilities may include problems with attention,
working memory, planning, cognitive flexibility, and executive functioning. By routinely practicing strategies
to address specific cognitive deficits, CRT aims to overcome and improve cognitive difficulties.111
Cognitive Restructuring (CR): CR therapy focuses on identifying and challenging unhelpful thoughts (referred
to as cognitive distortions) and finding alternative thoughts that are more moderate and objective. CR is
used in a number of therapies including CBT.112
Community Reinforcement and Family Training (CRAFT): This therapy teaches family and friends effective
strategies for helping their loved ones change and feel better about themselves. CRAFT works to change
the individual’s behaviour through helping friends and family adopt more empathetic behaviours towards
them.113
Comorbid disorders: Comorbidity describes two or more disorders or illnesses occurring in the same person.
Disorders or illnesses that occur comorbidly can worsen the course or impact of each other.114
Congruence Couples Therapy (CCT): CCT was developed to provide a comprehensive couples treatment
model that addresses the contribution of marital issues in problem gambling, in addition to individual
cognitive behavioural factors.115, 116
Conscientiousness: Conscientiousness is a personality trait that reflects the tendency to be responsible,
organised, and hard-working. Specifically, conscientious individuals are goal-directed, adhere to norms and
rules, and can control their impulses. Conscientiousness is considered one of the Big 5 personality traits.117
Cue Exposure Therapy (CET): This therapy exposes individuals repeatedly to addiction-related cues
(e.g., the sight of poker chips) with the goal of reducing their reactions to the cues. The end goal is often
that individuals no longer have any reactions to their old cues.118
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Dopamine Antagonists (Anti-Dopaminergic Medications): Dopamine antagonists are a class of drugs that
effectively blocks one or more dopamine receptors. Blocking dopamine receptors may help to interrupt the
reward systems that reinforce gambling problems. Antipsychotic medications (e.g., Haloperidol) tend to be
dopamine antagonists.119
DSM-5: The DSM-5 is the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of Mental Disorders,
produced by the American Psychiatric Association (APA). It is the diagnostic manual typically used by North
American clinicians and researchers to diagnose and classify mental disorders, including gambling disorder.
Since first being published in 1952, the DSM has undergone several revisions to take into account progress
in medical and scientific knowledge, and advancements in the understanding of mental illness.120
DSM-IV: The DSM-IV is the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of Mental Disorders,
produced by the American Psychiatric Association (APA). It has been revised and updated to the DSM-IV-TR
and then the DSM-5.121
DSM-IV-TR: The DSM-IV-TR is a revised and updated version DSM-IV (see above). This version has since
been revised and updated to the DSM-5 (see above).122
Emotional Regulation: Emotional regulation describes the ability to control one’s emotions through use
of either positive or negative coping strategies.123
Exposure Therapy (ET): This therapy is a form of treatment which involves gradually increasing the level
of exposure to a cue, which allows an individual to gain control over their reactions to the cue.124
Extraversion: This personality trait refers to a state where someone “recharges” or draws energy from being
with other people. Extroverts tend to be outgoing, energetic, and talkative people, who search for novel
experiences and social connections that allow them to interact with others as much as possible. Extroversion
is considered one of the Big 5 personality traits.125
Gambler’s Anonymous (GA): GA is a twelve-step program with the goal of helping participants to abstain
from gambling. Anyone can join GA, and its structure is a fellowship that focuses on peer support.126
Gambling Attitudes Scale (GAS): The GAS is a 59-item measure of attitudes towards gambling in general,
and attitudes toward specific forms of gambling including casinos, betting on horse races, and playing the
lottery. The measure assess affective, cognitive, and behavioural components of these attitudes.127
Gambling and Craving Scale (GACS): The GACS is a 9-item scale that measures three aspects of gambling
cravings, including: anticipation of positive affect, desire to gamble, and relief from negative affect.128
Gambling Beliefs Questionnaire (GBQ): The GBQ is a 21-item, self-report measure of gamblers’ cognitive
distortions or inaccurate beliefs around gambling. The GBQ is made up of two factors: luck/perseverance
and illusion of control.129
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Gambling Problems Index: This is a 20-item measure assessing gambling-related negative consequences
in the past 6 months.130
Gambling Quantity and Perceived Norms Scale (GQPN): The GQPN is a six-item scale assessing money
spent on gambling.130
Gambling Refusal Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (GRSEQ): The GRSEQ is a 26-item scale assessing an
individual’s perceived ability to refuse to gamble.131
Gambling Related Cognition Scale (GRCS): The GRCS is a 23-item scale that screens for a wide range
of cognitive biases specific to gamblers. The GRCS includes five factors/subscales: interpretative control/
bias (GRCS-IB), illusion of control (GRCS-IC), predictive control (GRCS-PC), gambling-related expectancies
(GRCS-GE), and a perceived inability to stop gambling (GRCS-IS).132
Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale (G-SAS): The G-SAS is a 12-item self-rated scale designed to assess
gambling symptom severity and change during treatment. The G-SAS is not designed to be a diagnostic or
screening instrument.133
Gambling Urge Scale (GUS): The GUS is a six-item self-rated questionnaire that measures the extent of
gambling urges based on the participant’s self-reported thoughts and feelings at the time of completing
the questionnaire.134
Glutamatergic Agents (or drugs): Glutamate is the principal excitatory neurotransmitter in the nervous
system. Glutamatergic agents modulate (by blocking or exciting) these neurotransmitters, which can help
to interrupt the physiological reward systems that reinforce gambling problems.135
Integrative Couple Treatment for Pathological Gambling (ICT-PG): ICT-PG is a therapy in which the
treatment for pathological gambling focuses on working with the couple from the first meeting. This
treatment aims to help couples work together to reduce or stop a partner’s stop gambling behaviour,
while also reducing psychological distress experienced by both partners. Goals of ICT-PG include
improving relationship satisfaction and mutual support, and enhancing skills for communication, conflict
resolution, and mutual reinforcement.136
Internet-Based CBT (I-CBT): In general, an I-CBT intervention will consist of online modules rooted in CBT
protocol, including behavioural activation, cognitive restructuring, problem-solving, and self-monitoring.
Usually, the modules are designed to be administered on a weekly basis.137
Left Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPFC): The DLPFC is involved in cerebral thinking and higher
executive function. More specifically, this brain region plays an important role in automating cognitive
processes to solve problems by applying previously learned rules. The DLPFC is thought to be involved
in cognitive tasks such as long-term memory, reasoning, and comprehension.138
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Massachusetts Gambling Screen (MAGS): The MAGS is a brief,14-item screen based on the DSM-4
pathological gambling criteria.139
Mindfulness: Mindfulness involves paying attention to what is happening in the present moment in the mind,
body, and external environment, with an attitude of curiosity and kindness. Mindfulness practice typically
involves a range of simple meditation practices, which aim to bring a greater awareness to thinking, feeling,
and behaviour patterns, and to develop the capacity to manage these with greater skill and compassion.140
Moderation goal: Moderation goals refer to reducing problematic behaviour to a point where the behaviour
is sustainable and under control. Compared to complete abstinence, moderation is often considered a more
realistic treatment goal. Moderation can also be used as a first step on the way to abstinence.101
Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET): MET is a counselling approach that uses intervention and
counselling techniques designed to help to motivate individuals to change their own thoughts and
behaviours. MET encourages internally motivated change and helps patients resolve their ambivalence
about engaging in treatment and changing their behaviour. This modality is commonly used in combination
with other forms of counselling.141
Motivational Interviewing (MI): MI is a counselling approach that uses a directive, client-centred style
designed to engage clients, clarify their strengths and aspirations, evoke their own motivations for change,
and promote autonomy in decision making.142
National Opinion Research Centre DSM Screen for Gambling Problems (NODS): The NODS is 34-item
telephone-screening tool that identifies gambling problems as defined by the DSM-5. A self-assessment
version (NODS-SA) is also available. This tool helps individuals decide if they should change their gambling
behaviour or seek help for their gambling.143
Neuroticism: Neuroticism is typically defined as a tendency toward anxiety, depression, self-doubt, and
other negative feelings. People with neurotic dispositions are more prone to mood disorders, loneliness,
self-consciousness, and hypochondria. Neuroticism is considered one of the Big 5 personality traits.144
Opioid antagonists: Opioid antagonists are a receptor antagonist that acts on one or more of the opioid
receptors. Naloxone and naltrexone are commonly used opioid antagonist drugs, which prevent the body
from responding to opioids and endorphins. Blocking the body’s response to opioids and endorphins may
help to interrupt the physiological reward systems that reinforce gambling problems.145
Pathological Gambling Diagnostic Interview (PGDI): The PGDI is a 50-item structured interview used to
evaluate gambling disorder based on the DSM-5 criteria.146
Personalized Normative Feedback (PNF): PNF aims to correct misperceptions by providing information
about personal problems and patterns, compared with norms in similar-aged peer groups. PNF is intended
to raise motivation for behaviour change.147
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Placebo: Placebos are “fake” treatments, such as sugar pills in pharmacological treatment studies. Placebos
are often used in studies involving a control group to provide a point of comparison that may help to determine
the effectiveness of treatments. It is widely recognised that placebos themselves can result in an improvement
in a patient’s condition – this is often referred to as the “placebo effect”.148
Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI): The Problem Gambling Severity Index is a nine-item tool designed
to identify problem gambling, moderate risk gambling, and low risk gambling. A score of eight or more
represents problem gambling, scores between three and seven represent moderate risk gambling, and
a score of one or two represents low risk gambling.149
Psychodynamic therapy: Psychodynamic therapy is an in-depth form of talk therapy based on the theories
and principles of psychoanalysis. Though it is similar in many ways to psychoanalytic therapy, psychodynamic
therapy is less focused on the patient-therapist relationship, because it is equally focused on the patient’s
relationship with his or her external world.150
Psychoeducation interventions (psychoeducation): Delivered individually or in groups, psychotherapy
interventions encompass a broad range of activities that combine education and other traditional counselling
activities. Generally, this modality includes information about treatments, symptoms, resources and services,
and problem-solving strategies.151
Psychotherapy: Psychotherapy is a type of therapy used to treat emotional problems and mental health
conditions. It involves talking to a trained therapist, either one-on-one or in a group setting, but may also
use other methods (e.g., art, music, drama, and movement). Psychotherapy encourages individuals to look
deeper into their problems and worries, and deal with troublesome habits.152
Randomised Control Trial (RCT): An RCT is a study where people are randomly allocated to receive (or not
receive) a particular intervention (this could be two different treatments or one treatment and a placebo).
This study design is particularly useful at showing causation and determining whether a treatment is
effective.153
Residential treatment (also called inpatient treatment or “rehab”): This type of treatment takes place within
a controlled environment (usually a facility or resort) and provides the opportunity for individuals to get away
from the distractions and triggers commonly found in everyday life. It allows individuals to recuperate and
focus on getting physically and mentally better.154
Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor (SSRI): SSRIs work by increasing serotonin levels in the brain.
Serotonin is a neurotransmitter (a messenger chemical that carries signals between nerve cells in the brain),
that influences one’s mood, emotion, and sleep. After carrying a message, serotonin is usually reabsorbed
by the nerve cells (known as “reuptake”). SSRIs work by blocking (“inhibiting”) reuptake, meaning more
serotonin is available to pass further messages between nearby nerve cells.155
Self-Help CBT (SHCBT): SHCBTs are psychological therapies that an individual can do on their own time
to help with problems like stress, anxiety, depression, and problematic behaviours.18
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Sensation seeking: Sensation seeking is a personality trait that involves the motivation to seek out novel
experiences varying in levels of intensity and stimulation. This trait may also include the willingness to take
physical, social, legal, and financial risks for the sake of such experiences.156
Sham Treatment: see “Placebo.”
South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS): The SOGS is a 20-item questionnaire to measure problem
gambling. The SOGS can be self-administered or administered by non-professional or professional
interviewers. A revised and more recent version of SOGS is available (SOGS-R), as is a revised adolescent
version (SOGS-RA).157
Stages of Change: Based on the Transtheoretical Model, the stages of change describe six stages an
individual can move through when trying to successfully stop or change an addictive behaviour. These
include precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and termination stages.22
Structured Clinical Interview for Pathological Gambling (SCI-PG): The SCI-PG is an 11-question clinicianadministered interview to screen for pathological gambling based on the DSM-IV.158
Theta Burst Stimulation (TBS): TBS is a form of non-invasive brain stimulation similar to Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (TMS). There are two main types of TBS, intermittent TBS (iTBS), which increases brain activity in
a specific region and continuous TBS (cTBS), which can decrease brain activity in a specific region.159
Timeline Follow Back (TLFB): TLFB is a method for assessing problematic behaviour. Using a calendar,
a person recalls and documents a timeline of their recent problematic behaviour (e.g. when and how long
they gambled). Several memory aids can be used to help with recall. There is a gambling specific version
called the G-TLFB.160
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS): This technique alters the activity of brain cells in specific
areas of the brain. In tDCS an electrical current is applied directly to the head, above the anterior temporal
lobes of the brain.161
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS): This treatment involves a person holding a device on their scalp
that then delivers a magnetic pulse through the skin with the goal of activating particular areas in the brain.
The device is portable and can be used at home or wherever is convenient. The number of pulses can be
changed from a single pulse (sTMS) to repeated pulses (rTMS). The strength and frequency of pulses, and
length of treatment can be tailored for each individual.162
Treatment Modalities: Treatment modalities refer to the different types (or modes) of treatment (e.g., CBT,
motivational interviewing, pharmacological treatment, etc.).163
Tutorial Workbook (TW): TWs are a written or online self-help manual with tutorials tailored specifically to the
workbook’s objectives and goals.55
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Victoria Gambling Screen (VGS): The VGS is a 21-item instrument used to measure problem gambling, with
a focus on three aspects: enjoyment of gambling, harm to others, and harm to self.164
World Health Organization World Mental Health Composite International Diagnostic Interview (WHM-CIDI):
The WHIM-CIDI is a comprehensive, structured interview designed to be used by trained lay interviewers
for the assessment of mental disorders according to the definitions and criteria of International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems-10 (ICD-10) and DSM-IV.165
Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale Modified for Pathological Gambling (PG-YBOCS): The PG-YBOCS
is a 10-item clinician-administered questionnaire developed to measure the severity and change in severity
of pathological gambling symptoms.166
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Appendix B:
Search Strings

Initial searches were performed October 16, 2019.
Supplementary searches were performed November 14, 2019.

INITIAL SEARCHES
1. PubMed search: All articles on gambling under the topic “Treatment Outcomes”, 2014–2019 (99 results)
((((“Treatment Outcome”[MeSH Terms])
AND gambl*[Title/Abstract])
AND (“2014”[Date - Publication] : “3000”[Date - Publication])
NOT “standard gamble”[Title/Abstract]) NOT Iowa[Title/Abstract])

2. PubMed search: systematic reviews and meta-analyses on gambling under the topic Treatment 		
Outcomes”, 2009–2019 (13 results)
((“Treatment Outcome”[MeSH Terms])
AND gambl*[Title/Abstract])
AND (“2009”[Date - Publication] : “3000”[Date - Publication])
AND (“systematic review” OR “meta-analysis”[Publication Type])

3. GREO Evidence Centre Search: Topic “Interventions”, 2014–2019, with document types restricted
to Research Snapshots (109 results) and grey literature reports (14 results)
https://www.greo.ca/Modules/EvidenceCentre/Search.
aspx?&page=1&rows=10&cffactor=%22Resources%20-%20
Interventions%22&resourceType=research%20snapshots|grey%20
literature&glgroup=Reports&DatePublishedFrom=2014&DatePublishedTo=2019
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SUPPLEMENTARY SEARCHES: HELPLINES
AND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
4. PubMed search: All articles under the topic “Gambling” and a residential treatment topic,
2014–2019 (9 results)
((gambling[MeSH Terms]))
AND ((inpatients OR hospitalization OR institutionalization[MeSH Terms]))
AND (“2014”[Date - Publication] : “3000”[Date - Publication])

5. PsycINFO search: All articles under a gambling topic and the “Residential care institutions” topic,
2014–2019 (3 results)
Index Terms: {Gambling} OR {Gambling Disorder} AND Index Terms:
{Residential Care Institutions} AND Year: 2014 To 2019

6. PubMed search: All articles under the topic “Gambling” and the topic “Hotlines” (8 results)
((gambling AND hotlines[MeSH Terms]))
AND (“2014”[Date - Publication] : “3000”[Date - Publication])

7. PsycINFO search: All articles under a gambling topic and the “Hot Line Services” topic, 2014–2019
(2 results)
Index Terms: {Gambling} OR {Gambling Disorder} AND Index Terms:
{Hot Line Services} AND Year: 2014 To 2019
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Appendix C:
Summary of Study Details
Summary of Study Details
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Boudreault et al.,
2018

Canada

MI, Self-help

Experimental: RCT

62

PGSI, PGDI,
DSM-5

Boughton et al.,
2016

Canada

GT, Mindfulness

Observational:
Cohort

25, 11 completed

DSM-IV, CPGI

Boughton et al.,
2017

Canada

Self-help

Observational:
Cross-sectional

33

DSM-IV, CPGI

Buchner et al.,
2015

Germany

Residential
treatment

Evaluation

55

Bucker et al., 2018

Germany

Deprexis

Experimental: RCT

140

SOGS, PG-YBOCS

Campos et al.,
2015

United States

Self-help

Experimental: RCT

87

NODS, SCI-PG,
SOGS, G-SAS

Casey et al., 2017

Australia

CBT

Experimental: RCT

174

G-SAS, SOGS,
GUS, GRSEQ

Challet-Bouju et
al., 2017

France

Cognitive
remediation

Review

50 studies

Chamberlain &
Grant, 2019

United Kingdom;
United States

Pharmacotherapy

Review

approx. 90 studies
(not clearly defined
in methods)

Chebli et al., 2016

Australia

CBT, BI, MI

Review

16 studies

Choi et al., 2016

South Korea

CBT,
Pharmacotherapy,
Psychotherapy

Observational:
Chart Review

758

Danielsson et al.,
2014

Sweden

Help-lines, Online
interventions

Review

74 studies

Brazil

Drugs, CBT

Experimental: RCT

38

de Brito et al.,
2017

Measure of problem
gambling severity

G-SAS

G-SAS, TLFB
interviews, GBQ
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Deepmala et al.,
2015

United States

Pharmacotherapy

Review

65 studies

DiClemente et al.,
2017

United States

MI

Review

144 studies

Gainsbury &
Blaszczynski, 2011

Australia

CBT, MI, Online
interventions

Review

9

NODS

Garcia-Caballero et
al., 2018

Spain

CBT, GT, MI

Observational:
Cohort

18

NODS

Gay et al. 2017

France

Brain stimulation

Experimental:
Non-RCT

22

PG-YBOCS

Gomes & PascualLeone, 2015

Canada

GT, Residential
treatment

Descriptive: Survey

50, 24 completed

PGSI

Gooding & Tarrier,
2009

United Kingdom

CBT

Review

25 studies

Gori et al., 2016

Italy

Residential
treatment

Observational:
Cross-sectional

204

SOGS

Goslar et al., 2019

Austria, Germany

Pharmacotherapy

Review

34 studies

PG-YBOCS,
G-SAS, SOGS

Grant &
Chamberlain, 2015

United States;
United Kingdom

All types

Review

approx. 75 studies
(not clearly defined
in methods)

Grant et al., 2014

United States

Pharmacotherapy

Experimental:
Non-RCT

28

PG-YBOCS

Guo et al., 2014

Singapore

CBT

Longitudinal

80

G-SAS

Harris &
Mazmanian, 2016

Canada

CBT, GT

Experimental: RCT

32

DSM-IV-TR

Hedman et al.,
2012

Sweden

Internet-based CBT

Review

108 studies

Hodgins, et al.,
2019

Canada

BI

Experimental: RCT

181

NODS, PGSI
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Jimenez-Murcia
et al., 2015

Spain

CBT

Observational:
Cohort

440

DSM-IV, SCID-I

Jimenez-Murcia
et al., 2017

Spain

CBT

Experimental:
Non-RCT

675

SOGS

Khanbhai, 2017

Australia

CBT

Descriptive:
Survey/Interview
or Focus Group/
Observational:
Cross-sectional

410

PGSI

Khayyat-Abuaita
et al., 2015

United States;
Canada

Help-lines

Descriptive:
Survey/Interview

143

NODS, BTPG

Kim et al., 2016

Canada, New
Zealand

Help-lines

Experimental: NonRCT (secondary
analysis)

150

PGSI

Kovanen et al.,
2016

Finland

Pharmacotherapy,
psychosocial
support

Experimental: RCT

101

SOGS, DSM-5,
TLFB-G, PGYBOCS

Leavens et al.,
2014

United States

Residential
treatment

Descriptive: Survey

684

SOGS, ASI

Lee & Awosoga,
2015

Canada

Other talk therapy,
Congruence
Couple Therapy

Experimental: RCT

15 couples

G-SAS

Linardatou et al.,
2014

Greece

GT, Stress
management
therapy, GA

Experimental: RCT

45

DSM-IV

Linnet et al., 2017

Denmark

CBT

Observational:
Cohort

61

DSM-IV, SOGS

Maniaci et al., 2017

Italy

Other talk therapy

Experimental: RCT

272

SOGS

Manning et al.,
2014

Singapore

CBT, GT

Observational:
Cross-sectional

389

G-SAS

Matheson et al.,
2018

Canada

All treatment types

Review

247 criteria
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Matheson et al.,
2019. The use of
self-management…

Canada

Self-help

Review

31

Matheson et al.,
2019 Women
creating…

Canada

Arts-based support

Pilot program
evaluation

12

McIntosh et al.,
2016

Australia

CBT, Mindfulness

Experimental: RCT

77

Merkouris et al.,
2016

Australia

CBT, BI, Exposure
therapy, GT,
Help-lines,
MI, Mindfulness,
Other talk therapy,
Residential
treatment,
Self-help

Review

50

Mestre-Bach et al.,
2016

Spain

CBT

Observational:
Cross sectional
study

88

DSM-IV-TR

Mestre-Bach et al.,
2019

Spain

CBT

Observational:
Longitudinal/
Cohort

398

DSM-5, SOGS

Monnat et al., 2014

United States

Individual, family
and group
counseling,
CBT, Self-help
groups, and
Psycho-education

Descriptive: Survey

361

Author-designed
questionnaire

Mooney et al.,
2019

United Kingdom

Psychodynamic
therapy

Observational:
Cross-sectional
(pilot)

72

PGSI, DSM-5

Morefield et a.,
2014

Australia

CBT, Exposure
therapy, Residential
treatment

Observational:
Cross-sectional
(pilot)

53

VGS

SOGS, DSM-5
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

CBT, GT, Other
talk therapy,
Ergo-therapy,
Sports therapy,
Physiotherapy,
Nutrition
Counselling,
Social therapy, and
Creative therapies

Observational:
cross-sectional

270

SOGS-R, SCI-PG

Canada

Brain stimulation

Review

24

Nayoski & Hodgins,
2016

Canada

CRAFT

Experimental: RCT

31

DSM-IV-TR
(as reported by
CSO), TLFB-G

Nehlin et al., 2016

Sweden

BI

Observational:
Cross-sectional
(pilot)

34, 19 completed

NODS-PERC

Neighbors et al.,
2015

United States

BI, Personalized
normative
feedback,
Attention control
feedback

Experimental: RCT

252

SOGS, GQPN, GPI

Nilsson et al, 2017

Sweden

CBT, BCT

Experimental: RCT

36

NODS, DSM-IV,
TLFB-G

Oei, 2017

Australia; China;
Singapore

CBT, Self-help

Experimental: RCT

55

CPGI, GRCS, GUS,
GRSEQ

Parker &
Bauermann, 2015

Canada

CBT

Review

40

Petry et al., 2016

United States

BI, CBT,
Motivational
enhancement
therapy

Experimental: RCT

217

Petry, et al., 2017

United States

BI, CBT, MI

Review

21 studies

Pfund et al., 2018

United States

MI, Self-help

Experimental: RCT

69

DSM-IV

Pfund et al., 2017

United States

CBT

Secondary data
analysis

334

DSM-V

Study

Country

Muller et al., 2017

Germany

Naish et al., 2018

Mode(s) of
treatment

DSM-5, TLFB
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Ramos-Grille et al.,
2015

Spain

CBT

Experimental:
Non-RCT/
Naturalistic
follow-up

132

NODS

Ranta et al., 2019

New Zealand

Help-lines

Observational:
Cohort

131

PGSI

Richard et al., 2017

United States

CBT, MI

Review

approx. 70 studies
(not clearly defined
in methods)

Riley, 2015

South Australia

CBT

Observational:
Cohort

45

VGS-HS

Roberts et al., 2019

United Kingdom

Residential
treatment

Secondary data
analysis

658

PGSI

Rodda et al., 2016

Australia

E-interventions

Review

28 studies

Rogers et al., 2019

United Kingdom

GT

Descriptive:
Qualitative

20 meetings

Ronzitti et al., 2015

United Kingdom

CBT

Observational:
Cross-sectional

676

PGSI

Ronzitti et al., 2018

United Kingdom

CBT

Observational:
Longitudinal/
Cohort;
Observational:
Cross-sectional

524

PGSI

Rossini-Dib et al.,
2015

Brazil

CBT, Psychoeducation

Observational:
Cross-sectional

113

ASI-G, GBQ

Sauvaget et al.,
2018

France

Brain stimulation

Experimental:
Non-RCT

30

GACS, DSM-IV,
GRCS, GRCS-IC,
GRCS-PC, GRCS-IB,
GRCS-GE, GRCS-IS

Schuler et al., 2016

Canada

GA

Review

17 articles

Skinner et al., 2018

Canada

Best practices

Evaluation
Design/Program
Evaluation/Review

247
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study

Country

Mode(s) of
treatment

Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Smith et al.,
2015. Effects
of affective…

Australia

CBT

Observational:
Cohort

380

VGS

Smith et al., 2015.
Cognitive vs.
exposure...

Australia

CBT, ET

Experimental: RCT

87

VGS, GRCS, GUS

Smith et al., 2018

Australia

CBT, ET

Experimental: RCT/
Review

51 (RCT), 269
(clinical sample)

VGS, GRCS, GUS

Soberay et al.,
2014. Stages
of change…

United States

CBT, Time-limited
psychodynamic
therapy,
Solution-focused
brief therapy

Experimental:
Non-RCT

71

NODS

Soberay et al.,
2014. Pathological
gambling...

United States

CBT, Time-limited
dynamic
psychotherapy,
Solution-focused
brief therapy

Observational:
Cohort

53

NODS-SA

Spagnolo et al.,
2018

United States; Italy

Brain stimulation

Review

31 studies

Stea et al., 2015

Canada

MI

Secondary data
analysis

314

Tolchard, 2017

Australia; United
States

CBT

Review

27 studies

Toneatto, 2016

Canada

CBT, MI

Experimental: RCT

99

DSM-5

Tremblay et al.,
2017

Canada

ICT-PG

Experimental: RCT
(pilot)

21 couples

WHM-CIDI

Valdivia-Salas et al.,
2014

Spain

Help-lines

Secondary data
analysis

454

van der Maas et al.,
2019

Canada

Internet-based
interventions

Review

27 studies

Ward et al., 2018

United Kingdom

Pharmacotherapy

Observational:
Chart review

10

SOGS

PGSI, GAS, SOGS,
SOGS-R, SOGSRA, NODS
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Summary of Study Details continued
Study design

Sample size

Measure of problem
gambling severity

Approach bias
modification

Experimental: RCT

131

SOGS

Hong Kong

CBT

Experimental: RCT

38

SOGS, GRCS, GUS

Yakovenko &
Hodgins 2016

Canada

BI, CBT,
Pharmacotherapy,
Web-based
treatment

Review

approx. 40 studies
(not clearly defined
in methods)

Yakovenko et al.,
2015

Canada

MI

Review

8 studies
(systematic review),
5 (meta-analysis)

Zack et al., 2016

Canada

Brain stimulation

Experimental:
Non-RCT

9

NODS, SOGS

Zhuang et al., 2018

Australia, China

CBT

Experimental:
Non-RCT

84

SOGS, GUS, GRCS

Study

Country

Wittekind et al.,
2019

Germany

Wong et al., 2015

Mode(s) of
treatment
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